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DEDICATION OF THIS THESIS 
i 
TO MY DEVOTED COMPANION, MARY ELIZABETH, 
'  o t i o s e  f a i t h f u l  s e rv i ce  I n  ev^ ry  pa s to r a l  r e l a t i onsh ip  
ha s  mu l t i p l i e d  t he  j oy  o f  t he  m in i s t r y  a s  we l l  a s  I t s  
succe s s ,  i s  t h i s  con t r i bu t i on  t o  you th ,  i n  whom she  i s  
!  deep ly  i n t e r e s t ed ,  a f f ec t i ona t e ly  ded i ca t ed .  
PREFACE 
!• 
To the average layman of the present day, as well as 
the majority of the new generation of ministers, the name 
of William Taylor rarely carries the deep impression that 
his labors justify. From the standpoint of the American 
Continents, this observation may have more in fact than in 
other parts of the world where his labors were more abund­
ant in term of years devoted to the building of a more 
worthy civilization. 
With a view to making more accessible the thrilling 
account of this truly noble Christian Statesman, much re­
search has been made. In doing so, i t  is hoped that stu­
dents of social,  moral,  religious and historical movements 
may be led to include this notable leader on many contin­
ents ,  in their findings. 
It  is not alone in the assembly!ng of statistical data 
and standards of comparison with other <zreat leaders that the 
reader's attention may be directed, but also to lend inspir­
ation to youth and to militant crusaders of this and future 
generations, this thesis is offered. 
Not the least of our aims, is to aid in the interpreta­
tion of our present and future missionary endeavors for our 
day, as he did for the fascinating day in which he lived and 
laid broad and deep foundations upon which he builded so 
successfully. 
The wealth of material found in the prolific writings 
of William Taylor has been augmented by the liberal offer­
ings of the California State Library, The University of 
California, The College of the Pacific, The William Taylor 
Memorial Library, The Library of the Board of Foreign 
Missions, besides volumes from friends, and Church Parers. 
My grateful appreciation is hereby recorded of Dr. 
Tully C. Knoles whose vision and teaching has made 
possible a more successful ministry, to Dr. G. A. Werner 
whose world view and universal comradeship has led to a 
more sympathetic understanding of religious thought, and 
to Dr. G^ A. Colliver whose analysis world religions 
greatly aided In following the footsteps of William 
Taylor, and of more accurately defining his influence as 
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CHAPTER I 
4 • — 
HIS ANCESTRY AND EARLY ENVIRONMENT 
Born In Virginia May 3, 1821, of staunch Christian 
parents who were intensely literal in their interpretation 
of the Bible as well as of life, this eon of the South pos­
sessed many of those physical, mental, and spiritual quali-. 
ties that later proved the means by which he was enabled to 
live heroically.. 
Of unusual physique, he was readily recognized as pos­
sessing the capabilities necessary for endurance that proved 
such value in the attainment of marked success in his chosen 
field. He might easily have won renown in athletic perform­
ance under wise leadership. His marvelous strength under 
strict discipline stood him in good hand in early as well as 
in later life.^ 
He early learned the valuable lesson of economy, which 
he continued to practice with a growing sense of his obli­
gations to his family and to society. To his parents, amid 
their humble circumstances, this became a religious necessity 
as well as a moral obligation. He wisely learned the habit 
of thrift that was employed with increasing returns to him­
self and others who profited by his example. To him It was 
a crime to waste time or squander money, while his soul was 
* Paul, John, The Soul Digger, 22. 
2 Ibid, 31. 
2 
sensitive to stewardship toward God and hie fellowraen. His 
practical application of this meritorious trait won the 
attention of thoughtful observers who prophesied for him a 
notable career. He gave evidence of being beyond his years, 
not only by reason of his robust constitution, but in the 
serious manner in which he looked at life. The company of 
older people was his delight, while they too profited by his 
winsome manner and anxiety to advance in wisdom by mutual 
counsel. The company of religous people • inspired him to the 
higher level of useful attainment. These wholesome surround­
ings aided greatly in solving his timidity, which was more 
noticeable than he may have actually felt. However, be as­
sumed all of the normal duties of a growing lad, and in not 
a few respects advanced to a remarkable degree.* 
Notwithstanding differing religious beliefs, his love 
of home constrained him in obedience to his parents and the 
welfare of the family* to which he was consistently devoted. 
His big heart embraced many companions in Church and commu­
nity life where his musical talent was developed to a degree 
that gave promise of increasing usefulness, which we will note 
in pastoral, evangelistio, and platform accompliahaents. It 
was during these formative years that he studied much upon 
theology in its practical application. Though born and reared 
in a Presbyterian hime, his early associations with growing 
Methodist bodies, from which he derived rich spiritual culture* 
soon led him to definite identification with the Methodist 
* Paul, John, 0£. Cit•. 12. 
3 
Episcopal Church to which he gave a full measure of devotion. 
Like each new generation, hie youthful ambition was to make 
this a better world. This he aimed to do by early deolding 
to employ praotloal methods, rather than the traditional, 
however good they may have proven for the fathers. In adopt­
ing new measures, and in clarifying old theories, he studi­
ously endeavored to maintain the most amiable relations with 
his home and the home Church. How well he succeeded is rich­
ly attested by his retention of the family ties and the church 
friendship, even after he decided to cast his lot among the 
Methodist people where his contribution enriched the Virginia 
hill country that is proud to claim him as a worthy son.* 
Emerging from many youthful confliots that embraced not 
only theology, but also his moral Ideals and economic out­
look, he felt that his life work must take htm where people 
lived and where the needs were great. Having been willingly, 
though irresistibly drawn into the current of human welfare, 
his youthful determination was fortified by the constant call 
of the Church to voluntary service either at home or abroad. 
His keen appreciation of the validity of his call to Chris­
tian service, in the formative years, made It much lees diffi­
cult to understand the voice of interested co-wcrkere, as the 
voice of God. So pronounced did this phase of his life be­
come, that it rarely required much time in making even a mo­
mentous decision. His discovery that life was for him a con­
tinued series of decisions, produced a profound effect that 
1 Paul, John, OP. Clt., 15. 
! was observed by even tbe casual acquaintance, and heartily 4 
j appreciated by hi. Intimate associate., Ho doubt It con-
I trlbuted greatly to his selection as a member of the Itlner-
, ant ministry In his own community and later to position. In 
I the aider field, .here hi. talent, .ere urgently required. 
| If he .ere conscious of his gracious endowment., he 
, never seemed to betray any symptoms of exaltation. To some 
, this may have been regarded as a hindrance to more rapid 
; advancement, but In the lifetime vie. on. night ..11 he glad 
. for the frulte of humility that gave such an even pol.e when 
j others -ere disturbed. He ever coveted the opportunity to 
| serve, .hlle other, .ore seeking renown or worldly fortune. 
• His ready access to the hearts of people were rewarded In his 
first pastorate by a prosperous year that was heralded beyond 
his Immediate circuit to his personal embarrassment, some 
considered the effectual labor of one so gifted should not 
be limited to a rural circuit of more than a half doten points 
at which to preaoh, when the urban centers with their rapidly 
growing populations were demanding the best In talent. Here 
he sensed something of the responsibility that a rapidly grow­
ing nation .as placing upon the Church under the Republloan 
form of government. And .hlle he .as generous toward other 
denominations, he exhibited a loyalty to Methodism that aug­
mented her usefulness and attracted the masses to her meeting 
houses, If not to her altars. "Steeples Among the Hill," 
though of more recent publication. In no small measure de­
picts the spirit of William Taylor's ministry and others of 
his day of small beginnings with their far-reaching Influence. 
5 
Had it not-been for such men In our early development, 
materialism might have made much earlier the inroads that 
today are depleting our spiritual vitality and endangering 
our growth. In making this observation, it should not be 
construed as a reflection of the ministry of our generation 
any more than that of the schools and colleges and the lay­
men comprising the majority of positions of influenoe. It 
is rather by way of a worthy tribute to enterprising leaders 
who valued character, righteousness, and a fair, rather than 
a Hew Deal. 
The ground work of his faith and subsequent achievement 
as noted in his firm belief in hie personal relationship 
with God, came at the tender age of eight, which he later 
described in his testimony; 
The Lord Jesus took me into his arras and blessed me 
with pardon. The prophetic unction of the Holy^Spirlt 
thrilled my heart in those early days of my boyhood, ay 
parents, though at that time strangers to the converting 
grace of God, taught me very early to read the 
so that I got much gospel teaching Into my memory. Hearing 
a colored girl repeat a part of the experience of a colored 
man who testified that he had got his sins i . T 
coupling that testimony for Jesus with the Word of coa, i 
got a basis of faith, and was thus led to seek 
Jesus as my Saviour. But being ignorant of Satan«e device®, 
after some months of happy union with £ would have 
and overcome.....A little Scripture exposlti _ earB Q+ fruit-
saved me from that horrible defeat and a &oz £ . relapses 
less struggles to be good, with « ind 
into sin. I had never heard of a Kethodist at £ against 
when I did hear of them I heard so .fj*1 COurse of 
them, that I wanted nothing to do with * ot every-
time; happily for me, the advancing armies of the^< 
where spoken against, covered tbe.?ount££t £elnPr a demoralised 
and as far back as 1835 I joined them, but nat 
backslider, I was so dark and «nbeilevl°f_^ie of mercy, re-
until August 28, 1841, that I was by a »j^acl| B0 ^ate-
stored to my standing in the f , amily of Go - froa the horrible 
ful to my heavenly Father for my d®££j*5f^for perishing sin-pit, and so filled with love and sympathy for peri ^ 
ners, that, though extremely bashful .and unooxru 
! 6 
nature, I commenced at onee to work and witness for Jesus, 
God gave me success from the first day after my deliverance, 
so that 1 soon learned to test all my work for God by its 
effectiveness in soul-saving, and thus proved the truth of a 
more modern saying: '"Nothing succeeds like success.'"1 
In the polity of the Uethodlst Episcopal Church it has 
always been customary to issue Exhorter's License to prornls-
• ing laymen who nay, or may not, be contemplating the ministry 
as a life calling. Following this, or Independent of the 
Exhorter's License, one may be granted a Local Preacher's 
License, designed for laymen of talent; In the case of 
William Taylor, however, his Exhorter's License was never re­
newed, since he was sent as a Junior preacher to Frankfort 
i circuit in the Baltimore Conference, thus gaining experience 
under the Preacher in Charge for the regular ministry and 
Annual Conference membership. He was then described: 
Tall and slencer, active and strong: wears blue coat 
with brass buttons. His legs extend three or four inches 
lower than his pants, and he wears the broadest-toed boots 
that have ever been seen in these parts. He has but little 
experience in preaching, but he is desperately in earnest 
and has the stuff in him to make a preacher, and he can sing 
as loud as he likes.2 
He traveled four Circuits in the Virginia mountains, with 
a rich harvest of souls, when he was appointed to the George­
town, D. C. Circuit as a Junior Preacher, ministering to the 
colored and white population of the city with great accepta­
bility. In passing it might be remarked that this experience 
together with his boyhood association among the Negroes, may 
have planted the seed that later resulted in his dedication 
1 Davies, Hew. E. , The Life of William Taylor, 13, ff. 
2 Ibid, 31. 
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to Africa. It was also In this city that he began hie out­
door preaching where, in the market, responsive crowds, such 
as later characterised his triumph in street preaching in 
California, of which a fuller account will interest the 
i reader. Giving recognition of his success in his earlier 
appointments, he was summoned to Baltimore, otherwise known 
as the Cradle of Methodism; for It was there that the first 
national gathering, fondly called the Christmas Conference 
convened In 1784. And while dealing with this phase of 
Methodism, It is well that we be reminded that several other 
I 
i branches now constitute the happy family claiming John and 
i 
Charles Wesley and their Co-Laborers as their founders. Since 
many of these are separated chiefly on geographical and pol­
ity issues, there is a common bond that is strengthening the 
spiritual and fraternal ties. Paradoxical as it may seem, it 
was during the life of William Taylor, that a separation which 
instituted the Methodist Church South, also found him as a 
flaming torch for more thanm half century, binding the faml-
. ly of Methodism on several continents. It was hie spirit of 
tolerance and evangelism, beginning in his humble ministry, 
that subsequently was acclaimed the strongest chord of 
! Methodist and Christian unity everywhere. At this moment, the 
i day seems fast approaching when the ideal of such a brother-
| hood will be consummated. 
For seven years he continued in the Baltimore Conference, 
doing the work of a Pastor and Evangelist from the humblest 
rural circuit to the great teeming populations. Little is 
I 
given in detail of his home and school pursuits or his junior 
8 
pastoral labors. However, from the notice taken by the Church 
leaders of hie devotion and untiring labor, one gains the im-
presslon that this was a most Important period In fundamental 
development. What he undertook was well done, and always 
more than was expected either by his Elders or the parish 
| constituency. A clear conscience was to him an asset of se­
curity against opposition or criticism at times rampant. He 
stood by his religious and political convictions in the sup­
port of the moral uplift. In so doing he gathered about him 
; many loyal helpers representing a great variety of beliefs 
and disbeliefs. Not the least of his satisfaction was the 
! 
! esteem of other denominations who counted him as a brother 
J and a good soldier of the cross. Even men steeped In sin, 
would rally to his defense on the ground of fair play and the 
j conviction that after all he might be right not only with 
reference to the present, hut the hereafter.* 
With this limited background representing the first 
i 
period of his eventful life, we may proceed with the next 
| phase that was tc bring him more prominently in national and 
world affairs, that were shaping the destinies of nations, 
some sections of which he influenced profoundly. 
1 Hie Assignment to California, Ch. III. 
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CHAPTER II 
! HIS ASSIGNMENT TO CALIFORNIA AS A 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL MINISTER 
j . .. . 
With the growing importance of the west coast follow­
ing the acquisition of California by the terms of the Treaty 
that concluded the war with Mexico, and the adjustment of 
the Northwest Territory, there was an urgent call for Mission­
aries on the Pacific coast. It was in response to such a de-
! mand that William Taylor was asked to volunteer for a period 
of service under the missionary Society of The Methodist 
Epsicopal Church. After consultation with his young wife, 
and a night's meditation and prayer, they joined hearts and 
hands for what seemed a very uncertain venture. Even with 
the backing of the Missionary Society, there were doubts as 
I ? 
j to the outcome of the heroic undertaking. Their implicit 
! trust in God, and a craving for Christian service constrained 
them in believing that their path was being directed of God. 
! As a further token of intelligent planing, they were presented 
with a ready made Church to be shipped for their use in San 
Francisco, where he was to be stationed as a missionary to 
California. This appointment was made by Bishop Waugh in 
October, 1848, and the following April they set sail for the 
eventful voyage around Cape Horn, with Captain Wilson in com­
mand of the ship bearing one hundred souls, * One of these 
1 Oavles, Rev. E., The Life of William Taylor, 22. 
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was the second child of Rev. and lira. Taylor, a daughter horn 
at sea, and named Oceana. Though much severe weather waa en­
countered, one atorm having almost entirely dismantled the 
sails, and prostrating much of the rigging, little time was 
lost on the entire voyage of five months and three days, dur­
ing which land was sighted but once. During this time no 
tidings had cone about California, except at Valpariso, where 
It was reported that anarchy ruled in 8an Francisco and that 
i 
;there was no security for life and property. This was found 
to be but partially true. 
| On the afternoon of September 31, 1849, Captain Wilson 
decided that since he had never visited San Francisco harbor, 
'he would do well to sail north of the Golden Gate and find 
his way down the coast for a distance of some five miles. 
This he did arald a dense fog through which the breakers could 
be distinctly heard, and toward whloh he ventured with the 
utmost caution. The wisdom of this venture was attested, 
when to the delight of all aboard, their course led into such 
bright sunshine as only California can boast* with the coast 
in full view for many miles and the inland Inviting the world. 
Amid the glow of the setting sun the good ship glided unat­
tended through the Golden Gate into the San Francisco Bay 
heralded as among the most desirable harbors^. The next morn-
iing the passengers were taken ashore amid great 'or 
.the safe journey and a welcome to a city of some 20,000 In­
habitants , most of whom were but temporarily located. 
i 
Upon inquiry as to religious conditions in the City, Rev. 
William Taylor was advised that there was one Church, the 
school house, which had been used for religious services, 
having been converted into a jail, and that preaching would 
jnot pay in California. It was further suggested that the 
frame building that had accompanied the missionaries on their 
'voyage might better be sold for some ten thousand dollars. 
!Since there were no brick houses, and but few wooden structures, 
I1 Taylor, William, California Life Illustrated, 14 ff. 
| ana some adobe buildings, the hand .one church building nlghV 
i well hare been In big deeand at a fancy price, neither were 
| there any piers or wharwes to accommodate the growing con-
| aerce. With the advent of increasing numbers of Immigrants, 
i It was Imperative that more permanent improvements be made, 
j Ken of the type of William Taylor provided the leadership, in 
| laying the foundations of the West. Hie ability to coordin­
ate human interests and material assets soon became well 
i Known; and his position as organizer and statesman established, 
j On that memorable Saturday, September 23, 1849, William 
' Taylor went in search of Christian people, hoping to locate 
I 
some Method!8ts among the dwellers of the sand-hills that 
i embraced most of the territory then occupied. At first be was 
i discouraged, when a hair day1a search yielded no olue as to 
, the whereabouts of the professed followers of Jesus Christ. 
Then he recalled that two years previous he had read a refer-
i ence to one, Rev. William Roberts, who on brief sojourn In 
San Francisco, on his way as a missionary to the Oregon terri­
tory, had organized a Methodist Sunday School, placing J. H. 
Merrill as superintendent. Finding Mr. Merrill at his Hotel 
on Stockton Street, where a few years later the City Hospital 
was located, he was overjoyed to meet a brother beloved, 
though not a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church. From 
him directions were obtained and introductions given to sev­
eral Christian workers. The first of these, Mr. and Mrs. 
Finley, who though they worked with the Methodists were mem­
bers of the Campbellites. While in this home, he met a real 
Methodist in the person of John Trubody, who reinforced his 
name by his loyalty to Christ and every good cause. He in 
I 
turn introduced Rev. 0. 0. Wheeler of the Baptist Ghuroh, 
i 
who In turn invited Rev. Taylor to preach in his church the 
• following morning at eleven. Another fortunate meeting of 
that first day's search was also made possible by Mr. Trubody 
I who introduced Rev. Asa White, a local Preacher from Illinois, 
but more recently from Oregon. Rev. and Mrs. White had a 
large family of very talented boys and girls, who exerted a 
most wholesome influence throughout California and Oregon. 
! The writer is pleased to state that one of these sons, Henry 
!White, was long a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church 
'in Saint Helena, Napa County, California, where our parents, 
l 
i Mr. and Mrs. George Mee, as co-workers with Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
White, and where they provided the Christian culture for six 
sons and one daughter, who in this generation blesa their 
i 
! sainted memory. The house of Rev. and Mrs. Asa White in the 
"woods" on Washington Street in San Francisco was the hospit­
able meeting place of all Christian people as well as Metho­
dists. Indeed, In those days there was every reason for 
those of varied faiths to seek each other's companionship in 
the battle for home and country, against the degrading evils 
I that beset a transient population bent upon fortune and far 
removed from former restraints, and at times hard pressed 
for life's necessities, used foul means. In the midst of 
these surroundings, it was like manna from Heaven to share 
the spiritual and social uplift of a stationed missionary 
whose heart beat in common with the needy of the day. Not 
alone did the poor crave such paternal care, but often the 
13 
more wealthy experienced a hunger for the spiritual nourish­
ment, the sacrificial servant of the most High could ad­
minister. i -
His station was unlike many, who moved from camp to 
camp, and sea shore to mountain and river gold diggings or 
merchandising In communities that only too often became a 
dream as the preoious metal seemed exhausted. Many of these 
Ghost Cities were among the most populous of the State during 
the gold rush. But all had their heartaches of disappoint­
ment and loneliness that Sky Pilots, In the name of another 
Man of sorrow, might alleviate. In a private home the first 
Methodist class that had been organized by Rev. Roberts in 
1847, with Mr. Alexander Hatler in charge, but whose timidity 
prevented him from continuing the good work, was resumed In 
the Spring of 1849, when Rev. Asa White was assigned the re­
sponsibility of doing the best he could until the Missionaries 
arrived in the fall. His was a worthy contribution there, as 
well as in other Coast Centers. Xllhu Anthony, a local Preach­
er lent valuable assistance in a contlnous service that soon 
became greatly enlarged in the Bay region, and in Santa Cruz, 
where he later took up his residence. The average attendance 
at these Class Meetings upon the arrival of Rev. William Taylor 
was about thirty, some of whom were transients. Such a group 
formed a splendid nucleus for the establishment of a formid­
able crusade in the haunts of evil. William Taylor was alert 
in seizing every opportunity for the building of the Kingdom 
of God, but never at the expense of another. Nor did he wver 
seek personal advantage in gaining an objective. His desire 
•as to spend end be spent wherever there was an open door." 
In fact, he did not wait for doors to open, but by his wise 
counsel and sacrificial effort, brought things to pas. that 
otherwise seemed Impossible. The Inauguration of his street 
Preaching was thought not only unwise, but positively danger­
ous In what might happen to him personally, and the Cause In 
general. If he were to openly rebuke evil and evildoers; but 
the results speak for themselves. -For out of seven years of 
such heroic effort, he never suffered violence and seldom 
abuse, those Intoxicated by drink being the chief offenders, 
and they were usually dealt with by the bystanders who main­
tained the Western rule of fair play, regardless of their per­
sonal belief, in this field there will later appear some In­
stances of note, and from which one may derive the general 
tenor of the times* 
In order to save the reader ouch uncertainty as to the 
real tenor of the Seven Years• Street Preaching in San Fran­
cisco, and to afford a partial view of the manner in which 
this public service was received, we venture to offer a brief 
extract from William Taylor'd book bearing the above title, 
of which eighteen thousand copies were eagerly purchased. 
Concerning the occasion for writing this four-hundred page vol­
ume, and the impression it made throughout this and other 
countries, will apear later. Suffice to say that it presents 
a graphic outline of the moral, social, political, and relig­
ious atmosphere, not easily obtainable elsewhere. But It is 
also from public documents and historians that much of the 
information presented in this Thesis has been carefully 
15 
assembled, but owing to the compass restriction, many Inter­
esting details are necessarily omitted. . 
"A Sabbath's Day's Journey" in San Francisco. 
I will take my reader back to Sunday, the twenty-seventh 
day of August, 1854. Not because of the peculiarities of 
that day particularly, for there were many of the same sort, 
but because I happen to find in my Journal copious notes of 
that day, which bring all its scenes fresh to my memory. 1 
will ask the reader's pardon before I start, for the apparent 
egotism of requesting his company through:a whole Sabbath, to 
hear me sing, and preach, and walk, and talk:; but then you 
must know that I only claim to be a poor sinner, saved by the 
great mercy of God, in Christ, taken up from the humble walks 
of life, and can never forget "'the rook whence 1 was hewn, 
and the hole of the pit whence I was digged.•" Whatever good 
is wrought through me, the Lord doeth it. To him be all the 
glory. I commence my journey at half past eight in the morn­
ing in the U. 3. Marine Hospital, and go through all the 
wards, and distribute tracts to one hundred and fifty patients. 
See how glad they are to get the tracts. There is a poor 
fellow almost gone. Tracts are of no avail to him now. He 
has doubtless stood many a gale, but, poor man, he is 'strand­
ing' at last. 1 will speak to him of Jesus, and have a word 
of prayer by his side. There is a man that has been confined 
for two years by an abcess in his side. And there is a poor 
fellow that has been still longer confined by paralysis. He 
Is unable to talk, but he can hear, and understand, and can 
read. I will tell him of the great Physician, who is famous 
for curing the 'palsy,r and give him a good tract. And now 
at nine o'clock, the bell rings for preaching in the dining-
room. I WILL sing while they are coming in. 
"By faith I view my Saviour dying, 
On the tree: on the tree: 
To every nation he is crying, 
Look to me: look to me: 
He bids the guilty now draw near, 
Repent, believe, dismiss their fear; 
Hark: Hark; what precious words I hear, 
Mercy'8 free; mercy's free: 
•Did Christ, when I was sin pursuing, 
Pity me, pity met 
And did he snatch my soul from ruin? 
Can it be, can it be? 
.0 yen, he did salvation bring; 
He is my prophet, priest, and king; 
And now ray happy soul can sing, 
Mercy's free, mercy's free: 
•The precious truth, ye sailors, hear it, 
Mercy's free, mercy's free; 
IS 
Ye ministers of God declare it,  
Mercy*s free, mercy*8 free: 
Visit the sailor's dark abode, 
Proolaim to all the love of God, 
And spread the glorious news abroad, 
Mercy's free, mercy's free: 
Long as I live, 1*11 still be crying, 
Mercy*s free; mercy's free: 
And this shall be ray theme when dying, 
Mercy's free; mercy's free: 
And when the vale of death I 've passed 
When lodged above the stormy blast, 
I ' ll sing while endless ages last, 
Mercy's free: mercy's free: 
The lesson for the occasion may be found in the third 
Chapter of the Gospel of St. John, from the first to the 
seventeenth verse. 
We will now sing that good Church hymn, commencing: 
Your mothers taught many of you to sing when you were little 
boys. Now, can you not all unite with me in singing 
praise of GodT Sing out ."just as you do sometimes when 'haul­
ing ship into port. '  Now, let us all kneel down and 
Jesus is here this morning; he's looking at you now, 'and hie 
ear is open unto your cry. • 0 speak to him: There were 
present about forty convalescent patients. The text may oe 
found in the fourteenth and fifteenth verses of the third 
chapter of St. John: 
'As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even 
so must the Son of man be lifted up, that whosoever belle 
on him should not perish, but have everlasting life. 
* #.A.*., a .4iit..ndAa of Israel con 
'Of him who did salvation bring, etc. '  
of distress. The human family has an awful draa£+ 
especially when they crawl into your tent at night 
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here a swarm of the most dreadful serpents you ever heard of, 
poured simultaneously from all directions Into the oanrp. 
They ran like racers, and flew from tent to tent, like angels 
of death. They were so aulck In their movements, that there 
was no possibility of resisting them, and the poison they 
struck, as by electric shock, into the life-blood of old and 
young, in every tent, was so deadly, that there was no remedy,. 
This is the picture of the moral condition of the whole human 
family. Where is the man or woman, in this world, who hae 
not been stung and poisoned by the old serpent that Invaded 
the garden of Eden? The effect, morally, is not so sudden as 
in the camp of Israel, but none the less certainly fatal to 
soul and body. 0, the misery, and lamentation, and woe, 
occasioned in all our tents by that deadliest of all poison, 
Sin: 
II. What is the remedy? Moses, by the command of God, 
made a serpent of brass and put it on a pole. And as Moses 
lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so has the Son 
of man been lifted up, etc. 
III. What is the condition by which the healing virtue 
of the remedy may be applied to the subject? A proclamation 
was sounded throughout the camp of Israel, 'Look at the 
brazen serpent and live.* And from all the tents you eee 
them coming forth, some walking, some crawling, some carried 
by their friends: and looking, they lived. So soon as a 
sufferer fixed his languid eye on the brazen serpent, his eye 
brightened, the poison in Ms veins S^ir eves 
sr>ran£ ut> in vigorous health. Some almost dead, their ey 
S«ady set in their sockets, yet when raised up by a friend, 
and their din eyes fired on the object, they i^edlat^ly 
sorancr into life. But there»s an old skeptical Jew, who 
b£d!? M?len, -hi says, 'That good will It do n. to look on 
a piece of brass? Who ever heard of a piece of brass <curing 
a snake-bite?* It is the power of Go& 
my friend; but he requires you to look, as a **c£"8aTTtC°iU 
dltlon and test of your ohed enoe -But • 
do me no good, and it»s no use to try. i can't cure 
cure me, he'll cure me anyhow. If he does not, I can * cu 
without remedy! So also a rhT,Bt the uollfted 
glad tidings of salvation, to look to Christ, the uonn 
Saviour, etc. 
The poor, sick sailors listened with great attention. 
I must now hasten to my t^ke^op^ith0 
Davis Street Wharf. I will not trouble you to Keep 
me. I'll run on, and s ng up a ^nd the royai proclama-
along at your l e i s u r e .  Tnecna 80uls, of almost 
tion sung, see what a multitude o Redeemer. Pity these 
every nation, I have to preach to: 0, Redeemer, pixy 
lost sheep. 
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Our text reads as follows, "Daughter, be of good com-
fort, thy faith hath made thee whole; go In peace." The ' 
dreadful condition of this poor woman: siok for so many 
years; spent everything she had for medioine and doctors* 
bills: Suffered many things by their experiments: got 
worse and worse. Such is your moral condition today. 
What was this poor woman to do? She had heard of Jesus. 
She saw from her window a crowd in the street, and inquired, 
'What is that? What is that?' 'Jesus has come to town,' 
said one. 'Yes, that is the great Prophet of Nazareth pass­
ing along the street now.' '0, if I could only get to him,' 
thought the sick woman, 'He could cure me of this dreadful 
plague, and would not charge me a penny.' But, poor creature, 
how could she? 'And yet,' thought she, 'this is probably 
my last chance. I may never see him again. I had as well 
die in the street, and be trodden down by the multitude, as 
to die in this miserable place. I'll go to Jesus. I'll go 
or perish in the attempt.f 
Give back, gentlemen, and let this poor woman pass. 
Struggling under untold miseries of body and heart, overcom­
ing one difficulty after another, see her approaching the 
Saviour. 0.' if she can only get to him she will be cured, 
for he is full of compassion, and never turned one poor sin­
ner away who came to him for relief. She crawls up behind 
him, almost fainting with exhaustion, and 'touches the bor- , 
der of his garment. * See her spring to her feet—active as 
a girl of sixteen. Now, though cured, her conscience is 
tender, she fears that she has intruded, and she would not 
offend Jesus for the world; but she makes a candid confession, 
right there In the street, in the presence of the whole crowd, 
i and Jesus says to her, with a smile betokening the infinite j 
sympathy of his heart, 'Daughter, be of good comfort; thy 
faith hath made thee whole; go in peace.' i 
Can she ever forget that day? Can I ever forget the day 
when Jesus spoke peace to my soul? Glory be to God: Jesus 
i is here today. He is passing along the street now. Ye 
weary, heavy—laden sinners, he is speaking to you. Hark, 
says, 'Come unto me, and I will give you rest.' Will go 
i to Him? Will you press your way in spite of all 
Will you go now? Sing the Doxology. Preaching at the Betnei 
at eleven o'clock. Now, as soon as we can gather tnere. 
Come along, I'll show you the way. 
| Text in the Bethel at eleven o'clock; "If any man 
do his will, he shall know of the doctrine." Had a very 
gracious season. But if the reader will have patience to 
form the "journey" of the day, I will not tax him with all its . 
varied exercises. ; 
At half past two o'clock in the afternoon I preached, in 
the hall of the Sons of Temperance, the funeral 3ftfmon '°J. 
Robert Anderson, late of Koblle, Alabama. Text: 0 d a 
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where Is thy sting? 0 grave: where Is thy victory?' Mr. 
Anderson's family, consisting of his wife and three or four 
children,, was present. Hie wife and daughter are Methodists. 
The old gentleman was nominally a Presbyterian. He, it is 
said, had been very wealthy, but had become by some reverses 
-very poor. He informed rae that for thirty years he had been 
a praying man, and had kept up prayers regularly in his fami­
ly; 'and yet, said he, 'I never had religion. I "believe I 
have been a sincere seeker of religion, but never knew any­
thing of it, but in its forms.' I spent hours with hi® at 
different times, before I could get him to look to Christ 
alone for salvation; but finally, some days before hie death, 
his mourning was turned into Joy. I believe he was genuinely 
converted, and that he conquered death, through the blood of 
Jesus, and has gone to a home in Heaven. I accompanied the 
funeral procession to 'Lone Mountain Cemetery,' a distance of 
three or four miles. Five o'clock finds me back on the Plaea, 
attended by about one thousand hearers, to whom I preached a 
temperance sermon. 
My text on this occasion may be found recorded in the 
Book of Chronicles of the 'Common Council' of this city. It 
is embodied in an ordinance passed by that honorable body 
last Monday night, the twenty-first instant, under the effect 
of a judgment rendered by one of our courts against the city, 
in favor of Rosa Greenough, for ten thousand dollars. The 
said ordinance orders the payment of Ten Thousand dollars to 
the said Mrs. Greenough. 'What was the ground of her claim 
against the city?' She sued them for an indemnity for the 
loss of her husband, Robert Greenough, who fell through a 
hole on Bush Street, which caused his death. 'Row did the 
hole happen to be in the street?' By the neglect of the city 
authorities to keep the street in order. 'What were the man e 
eyes for but to look out for holes In the street? We have 
darkness as well as light, and when men walk in the darkness 
they cannot see their danger. 'Why should the man be out in 
the dark?' That question is not relevant to the point. He 
was out in the dark, and returned to his waiting wife no more. 
He fell through the hole and perished. Had the city fathers 
done their duty, the hole had not been there, and Robert had 
not died at their expense. They confessed judgment, and paid 
the ten thousand dollars damages. Very good. If the man was 
worth that amount, (though we can supnly good ones here in 
California at a cheaper rate.) Mrs. Greenodgh had a r*ght 
the money. 
Well, on the very night this appropriation wasjade, a 
man by the name of Mahan got drunk and fell off 
into the bay, and drowned. 'Row did Mr. Mahan come *<> 
d e a t h ? '  H e  f e l l  i n t o  a  r u m  ' h o l e , '  a n d  P J r i 8 k e d * "  f . ® ? _  
quence of his fall. 'How came the hole there? 
one's neglect?' No; it was opened on JP»*P°Be C?e£lly? 
'Ah; do we have such holes in our streets?' Tea, verixy. 
Hot in Bush Street alone, but in every street in th 
and on almost every corner of every street. Ar volCB 
holes much more dangerous to life,and limb., than 
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as caused the death of Mr. Greenough! I believe Mr. Green-
ough is the first man I can remember to have heard of, who 
lost his life in that way, in this city. Who oan tell how 
many hundreds of men, strong men, fathers of dependent fam­
ilies at home, and sons of affectionate mothers far away, 
have fallen into these rum holes and perished without hone? 
•Their name is legion.» You have seen the enormity of this 
evil in our midst. Does not a tremendous responsibility 
attaoh somewhere! Are not heavy damages due from some source! 
What 1s to pay! Ask the wife of H. S., whose husband was 
picked up in one of these 'holes' one dreadful stormy night, 
and was put by a policeman into the bunk in the station-
house not fifty yards from this place, where he could be 
sheltered from the storm, and there, all alone, at the raid-
night hour, from the effects of his fall in these "holes", 
he died. He was once the head clerk of a large business 
house in B., a capable man, with an interesting wife and 
child waiting for his return. 
Ask the mother of Judge B., one of the brightest lights 
of the legal profession in this city. Many of you have hung 
with delight on the eloquence of his lips. But he walked in 
darkness and fell into these holes, and perished. He is 
gone forever. Who Is to pay for all this? Do the city au­
thorities, whose business it is to remove nuisances, stop 
dangerous holes in the streets, and protect the lives and 
property of their people, know that there are such dangerous 
holes in the city? Know it! How can they help but know it? 
Every five year child in the city knows It. 'How Is "it that 
the city fathers seem to be ignorant of these things? Would 
it not be well to stir up their pure minds by way of remem­
brance! • Why, ray dear sirs, what are you talking about? 
These holes are opened, and kept open, by their permission 
and authority. Their children are falling through these 
trap-doors to hell, into the burning pool, every day, and yet 
the fathers keep them open every day end Sunday, from the 
first day of January to the last day of December. 0 shock­
ing: 0 consistency, thou art a jewel not to be found in the 
administration of civil government. Now, then, are not the 
city authorities in justice and equity responsible? If Mrs. 
Greenough could make them pay her ten thousand dollars for 
the loss of her husband, because of their neglect to stop a 
certain hole in Bush-street, has not Mrs. Mahan as good a 
right in equity to the same amount for the loss of ner nus-
band, because of the 'holes' they owned in the streets? 
Why a man made them pay him eight ̂ ndTad do**aI® fjj street 
loss of his horse, that fell through a hole In P®c'"°;street-
•Is not a man much better than' a horse? Here is 
Shattuck, whom you all know, judge of the Cou:^ in 
this city: I will submit the question to him with0Ut.f^fta®T 
argument, on the grounds of justice, equityand consistejcy. 
Mrs. Mahan vs the City of San Francisco. The plaintiff in 
this case, may it please your honor, sues for ten thousand 
dollars damages, for the loss of her husband, who perished 
last Monday night, by reason of certain dangerous holes, 
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opened In different parte of the olty by the authority of 
the 'city fathers1. Now gentlemen, we will await the Judges 
decision. "I am bound' said the judge, 'in equity, to give 
judgment against the city, in favor of the plaintiff'. " 
"Good". A solemn appeal was then made to all Christians, 
patriots, and philanthropists, to oppose, by all honorable 
means, this sum of all evils, the rum traffic. 
At half past seven P. M. I am again in the Bethel. 
Good congregation. Text; "Friend, How earnest thou in 
hither, not having the wedding garment?" The occasion was 
one of great interest. Prayer meeting after the sermon. 
Singing lively and prayers fervent. I close my journey for 
the day in the "guest chamber" of a bridegroom and his bloom­
ing bride, whom I united in the bonds of holy matrimony. 
Wishing our reader companion pleasant dreams and refreshing 
sleep after a Sabbath-day's journey in San Francisco, I bid 
you good night.* . 
Remembering what his Presiding Elder said of William 
Taylor upon his admission into full connection in the Balti­
more Conference in 1845, and that of similar observer a year 
later, "He is a young man the sun never finds in bed", and 
"Mark my words, brethern, you will hear from that young man 
again", his ministry in California confirms. His alert mind 
was early recognized with his appointment as a school teacher, 
even before his preparation for the ministry through a course 
of study which included philosophy, descriptive science, the 
essentials of history, an advanced course in rhetoric, and 
much that is salient in theological training. To these 
"branches, by his dally reading and extensive contaot with men 
of affairs, he readily developed a leadership of ability. As 
his ambition had always been to stand at the head of his 
class, he continued a development that easily made him far 
above the average intellectually, as he was physically. Know­
ing the value of training, he radiated an enthusiasm among 
1 Taylor, William, Seven Years Street Preaching, 193,ff-
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young and old for culture that found expression in a ready 
supply of the best literature available, being early as­
signed to supervise, what later became the Hethodlst Book 
Concern in San Francisco. From this store he supplied 
large (quantities of books for the Pacific Coast and the Ori­
ent as the surging tide of population, bent on adventure, 
touched this world sea port. 
Here he early recognized human needs as well as cultur­
al advancement. Finding many like himself in a strange land 
and without a home, or the means to pay the prohibitive rent 
for a shelter, he determined to build a house not only to 
shelter his family, but to care for the temporary needs of 
stranded strangers, as well as friends. With the aid of a 
friend who loaned him twelve hundred and fifty dollars he 
purchased a lot on Jackson Street above Powell, where he, by 
his own skill erected a two-story 16x26 feet house with red­
wood lumber that, six weeks after landing in San Francisco, 
he had cut from a small grove across the bay, at a total 
cost of less than fifteen hundred dollars. After landing at 
San Antonio, he was obliged to walk five miles into the moun­
tain with his tools to the shanty of a friend where he lived 
while cutting the timber. In this camp he found a back­
slidden Baptist sick, and won him for Christ as his first con­
vert in California. This was indicative of his work wherever 
he went, in placing the things of the kingdom foremost, help­
ing people. His own house occupied, he organized a Quarterly 
Conference, which set his salary at two thousand dollars per 
year. This however, was inadeauate support with the living 
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conditions and coBt of travel so high, so that it soon be­
came evident that the Home Board would be unable to furnish 
sufficient funds for work in California, and that his orig­
inal theory of self-support by means on the field, was the 
only hope. In this he believed, not only for the home field, 
but abroad as well, a practice which be maintained for more 
than a half century for himself and much of his organization. 
In this his first pastorate in California, he served for two 
years, when it was deemed well that he be released to serve 
in other capacities where his abundant talents were so much 
needed. '' " 
He thereupon organized his Bethel for seamen, where he 
ardently labored for five most successful years, being called 
frequently to neighboring communities and to the mountain 
mining and lumber camps. From this beneficent world light­
house radiated a wholesome religious and social Influence to 
the remotest corners of the globe. The abundant testimony 
of sailors and travelers continued to enrich the founder^ 
life long after he had been released for world missionary 
service. Time and again in foreign ports he was confronted 
by those whom he had helped at the Golden Gate. Even those 
of other faiths, ox of no religious profession continued their 
grateful appreciation of the hospitality this shelter from 
the seas gave "without money and without price," to all who 
sought its spiritual and social outreach. 
While serving as sailor pastor, many were the calls to 
aid in evangelistic, educational, and moral enterprises along 
the coast and into the mountain regions where his physical 
endurance was not found wanting, in organizing and suoervls-
I 
ing new churches or strengthening those already founded. In 
this capacity he acted as postman and ambassador at large, 
uniting long separated friends and championing the cau3e of 
good government everywhere. On one of these expeditions we 
read from Sonora, in the Mother Lode gold section, "Taking 
my stand I threw out upon the gentle zephyrs of that mild 
i April night one of Zion's sweetest songs, whloh echoed amorg 
the hills and settled down on the astonished multitudes like 
the charms of Orpheus, My congregation packed the street 
from side to side," The same benign influence was almost as 
general as it was natural, though the temperament of his 
congregations and the weather varied with the seasons and the 
urge of the occasion. The "Royal Proclamation", sung many 
times as a duet, won universal acclaim for Rev. and Mrs, 
Taylor, while the charm and grace with which he addressed his 
varied audiences was as pleasing as it was effective. His 
ability to turn to good account passing incidents, and would-
be threats, etrenghtened his formidable position like that of 
a mighty conquerer. While he never compromised with evil, 
his undying love for sinners gently led them to feel in him a 
true friend who longed for their highest good. PosBibly the 
most, if not the only experience in which he employed physi­
cal force, would gladly have been eraded from his memory, 
though by the multitude it was treasured, occurred while 
preaching at the Plaza in San Francisco. "A partly Intoxi­
cated giant by his continued interruptions and challenges and 
fencings for a quarrel, siezed the preacher by the collar, 
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whereupon William Taylor lifted and shook the intruder •un­
til his jaws rattled and every joint was uncomfortable, 
passed him over to a group of men with the request that they 
not be too hard on him, and went on with his sermon*. The 
opposition, though threatning at times, was never able to 
muster either the courage or the numbers to effect a sus­
tained disturbance. Often the truth of the Scripture, "One 
shall chase a thousand, and two put ten thousand'to flight," 
proved rather literal in the case of these world mission­
aries, whose love for each other and God and humanity ever 
conquered. His ability to organize a Church, was no less 
effective than the leadership of a crowd, that at once be­
came a congregation. His strategy was unequaled in his day, 
when he went to the cross-roads of attraction, as well as ex­
pecting people to come to an appointed meeting house. The 
anticipation of a ship's arrival in port, an excursion, the 
assembly of waiting throngs, were all conceived of as lend­
ing to the Gospel message.' His unbounded faith in the power 
of smaller groups to effect permanent change in individual* 
as well as society all lent to painstaking effort in home 
and church, in hospital and school for the building of the 
inner life as a firm foundation against the devastating 
storms of vice and greed, of social and political misplaced 
confidence. To assuage the wrong, and to enthrone the right, 
to banish evil and court righteousness by every legitimate 
means was his undying endeavor. By his example of hard work 
and diligent study, his labor of love and patience fortified 
; by the reality of stern necessity did much to produce an 
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organized group, not so much about a personality as about a 
great principle of which he was a living exponent through­
out a long influential career, of which the world has seen 
few more charming. 
It must not be concluded that his was altogether a suc­
cessful achievement during his seven years campaign in the 
Golden State. He shared the reverses and losses of many an­
other explorer, of whom the western Coast possibly saw a 
greater proportion during the years from 1849 to 1856, than 
in any other period devoted to adventure. Coming by ship 
around the Horn, or via the Isthmus of Panama, or overland 
by means of the Covered Wagon. Many on these monotonous and 
perilous journeys to a land of gold for some, but dissapoint-
ment for others. With men predominating, the standards of 
morals and religion suffered frightfully until a more settled 
life ensued. To lend guidance and restraint in these adverse 
surroundings, this prophet of God proved a friend and counsel­
or. Even where reconcilation of men to God and their family 
relationships, were not effected, there was nevertheless a 
favorable tide of Influence that helped to sustain the on­
coming pilgrims whose more recent contacts with the East 
helped build a new western civilization for which we are 
greatly indebted to the early preachers of righteousness. 
Here as in no other quarter, the forces of varied civiliza­
tions met by land and, and-sea i"11* To gather under-a statesman* 
like : leadership , such lad continually:6xef«ised 
changed currents of human progress. His frequent council with 
government officials, and his ardent support of law and order 
greatly aided at a time when formative ideale were import­
ant. Hie personal appreciation of the fellowhip of his and 
other denominational leaders was freely expressed by word and 
deed. Though reared in the South, it was hie deep regret 
that there should have been any separation of the Methodist 
Church South, from the Methodist Episcopal Church. It was 
his ardent desire that these differences would not find ex­
pression west of the Rocky Mountains. To this end he used 
his best endeavors in California, as he did later in cement­
ing Christian relationships throughout the world. His Bethel 
proved a vital unifying agent upon which much of his subse­
quent success was permanently achieved. In support of this 
brotherly enterprise, many denominational patrons were early 
enlisted both spiritually and financially, with a goodly 
representation of Jews and Catholics among whom he freely 
moved as a brother beloved. 
As is so frequently experienced, common disaster strength 
ens the bonds of comradeship. In San Francisco it was the 
ravages of fire, together with an economic panic on a world 
scale that threatened to undo the good work to which he was 
assigned. Through his own personal earnings he had purchased 
a well adapted lot, and with money collected from the streets 
and every where, he built his Bethel as a home and meeting 
place for sailors. With the passing months, the value of the 
ground greatly Increased, he being offered twenty thousand 
dollars fox a portion of the lot, with the right of reserving 
the Bethel. Instead, his love of God, and Methodism that had 
contributed so richly to his own and other lives, he deeded 
i i  
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the property to the Methodist Episcopal Church. Such an out­
right gift  after working on a self-supporting basis, was most 
commendable. With such an achievement, i t  Is not difficult 
to understand how, when a flattering offer to the Trustees 
of Bethel,  to pay one thousand dollars per month, if  a suit­
able hotel were built ,  they accented the plan. This they 
undertook under the advice of reliable business men, at the 
the same time mortgaging all  the property except Bethel,  us-
i 
ing Rev. Taylor*s good name in backing the enterprise. This 
he reluctantly accepted, with the anticipation of a perman-
j ent endowment, ultimately, for Bethel.  The marvel is that 
I 
Bethel was not included in the securities advanced in the 
truilding program. The opening of the Hotel in 1855 found a 
| panic brewing in California, the land of gold, of fortune and 
of a boom regarded as the best sustained in history. Soon 
the entire Pacific Coast was seriously affected, and before 
the end of 1856, the nation was in the firm grip of economic 
distress, with Europe quickly following the way of disaster. 
Rent that was intended to endow Bethel vanished, and hard-
pressed individuals fell  before the onslaught that was with­
out mercy, 'visited upon rich and poor alike. In this ex­
pression of the lav of cause and effect,  all  witnessed the 
severity of the truth that "whatsoever a man soweth that 
shall he also reap". With the panic spreading rapidly 
throughout the land, i ts intensity was more keenly felt  in 
San Francisco, where a most dlsaaterous fire swept every-
j thing before i t  for many blocks * including the new hotel and 
all  its contents. The ordinary insurance protection had not 
! 
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come Into general use, individuals and firms toeing largely 
required, to carry their own risks, this toeing the method in 
vogue with respect to the hotel. So hopeless^ seemed the out­
look, that property values descended from two to five hundred 
percent, leaving tout little cash for the creditors. Some were 
forced to abandon all hope of ever realizing ut>on their* loans. 
In the case of the hotel, men made extensive loans without 
taking securities, other than the word of William Taylor, =• 
whose strong arm and staunch integrity, sanctified toy religious 
conviction for honesty, rated high in the marts of trade as 
well as in spiritual centers. Though even some of his loyal 
friends endeavored to prove the ethics of default on the 
grounds of inability to pay dollar for dollar, he never for 
one moment entertained any other thought than to pay In full 
as opportunity might be afforded. To this end he immediately 
evolved plans for an early completion of this moral obliga­
tion. How well he succeeded will toe revealed later. Suffice 
it to say, that every cent of obligation was fully met and 
his own influence was greatly strengthened in the business, 
as well as in the religious world. 
To further enhance his position for effective service 
to the church as a whole, he presented this matter to the 
California Conference where he was fully vindicated In 1856, 
the committee voting him a resolution of confidence and sym­
pathy, and requesting the presiding Bishop Scott to grant 
him a leave of absence, during which he might aid in clearing 
his financial obligations. After a few months service in 
Yuba city and Marysville, and visiting people and places of 
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special claim upon**him., he took ship for New York, where 
another important chapter of hie life began. 
Few people, himself included, really knew how hard he 
had worked during these seven years of frontier missionary de­
velopment for which he was so directly responsible, and in 
which he manifested a devotion and enthusiasm that was con­
tagious even beyond his immediate field. If he endured sor­
row or diss appointment, or met with loss, it was rarely ex­
pressed beyond his own fireside which to him was most prec­
ious. He dearly loved his family and dreaded the thought of 
enforced separation, which frequently was for months and 
years at a time. They fully understood the circumstances and 
his zeal as a good soldier, ever ready to accept marching or­
ders as well as to endure fire and sword for the good of the 
kingdom of God on earth. 
California to him was daily becoming a land of promise, 
with the whole coast looking toward the Interest of millions 
beyond. The arrival of every ship bore a message from the 
world at large, toward which his work Inevitably directed, 
first with a desire to visit as an ambassador of peace and 
good will, and later as a world citizen who had personally met 
scores of nearly every nationality and rendered valuable gui­
dance to even more. A further tie that closely bound his 
heart to the soil and its people, was the irreparable loss 
of two children, Oceana and Willie who shared the hardships 
of pioneer days with their privations and exposures. These 
losses, together with that of the Bethel enterprise, bound 
him in more tender sympathy with others who had met with 
similar misfortune as viewed "by many, but with William Taylor 
counted among the "all things that work together for good to 
them that love the Lord". Here his faith firmly rested and 
thereon he continued to build even more nobly than his earli-
i 
er dreams. 
His final months of service in the valleys and foothills 
of the West, as contrasted with the commercial life of the 
seaports afforded him a knowledge of, and'interest-in, the 
products of the soil and mines, as well as the human possi­
bilities with which he was ever dealing. Some of these ac-
j counts afford ft more vivid picture of the pioneer days and 
their interpretation of a movement of many component parts. 
His determination to use his talents to every possible ad­
vantage, led him to do things differently. Accordingly he in-
I 
vaded communities with a deep assurance that he had something 
worthwhile, despite the depravity of men released from the 
uplifting influences of the home and community restraints. 
It was while in Yuba County that he filled an appointment in 
a remote mining settlement on a Sunday morning, when upwards 
of one thousand men assembled. So impressed was the speaker 
with their rapt attention, that he announced that he would 
speak again in the afternoon, but to his disappointment only 
a few assembled, he being informed that intoxicating liquor 
had overcome many of his morning congregation. His high re­
gard for the Sabbath, and his encouragement of men to ob­
serve it as an ordinance of God, needful for mankind every­
where, though not generally heeded, found some staunch sup­
porters even in the mining section. In one Instance, a 
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merchant who opened a store was ridiculed and warned of fail­
ure , found to the contrary, that miners came even from great 
distances with the conviction that they would toe aocorded 
honest treatment. 
It was also in this rural capacity as visitor, rather 
than a supervisor, that he assisted many of the early miss­
ionaries under his direction, and co-laborers assigned to 
given localities. Among the latter was Isaac Owen, who coo-
j ing overland, had reached California as a leader in the north 
and eastern section where he served most effectively. In the 
I 
city of Sacramento, these two renowned leaders met occasion­
ally, Rev. Taylor preaching in the Church, his friends had 
made in Baltimore, to accompany him to California. Owing to 
the flooded conditions in and adjacent to the city, this 
unique building was frequently surrounded toy water, and at 
least once during his stay, was borne from its foundation, 
i Serious losses were experienced toy the traveling preachers as 
i well as the more settled population. In travel toy foot, 
I 
horseback and boat, he came into intimate contact with the 
people and learned much of their hardships as well as their 
successes. Some of his observations in the field of agri­
culture and horticulture reveal a keen eye and a llfe-slred 
interest in nature. His wealth of information placed him at 
once In a position of Influence, at a time when people every-
| where, were anxiously awaiting any word from the new West. 
He notes the productivity of the soil as amazing as human 
i  achievement, and with it all, he adds the spice of personal 
experiences In the "business world, alive for a rich harvest, 
at the expense of an eager mass of fortune seekers converg­
ing where the golden roads met the fertile fields. Through 
the agency of the Bible Society, organized in the First 
Methodist Episcopal Church, on Powell Street October 30th, 
1849, he was enabled to make extensive distribution of the 
Bible, and was vitally interested in the Indian reservation 
work. These numbered at that time more than ten thousand, 
besides many scattered tribes and families throughout north­
ern California, and recorded in the Annals of San Francisco, 
a volume of priceless Information. Including those of South­
ern California an estimate of sixty-one thousand six hundred 
is given in classified form, from the Superintendent of Indi­
an Affaire in California. 
Writing in October 1857, Charles E. Fisher, assessor for 
Tehama County, makes the following observation 
I cannot close this report without speaking of the 
healthy and flourishing condition of the Nome Lackee Reserva­
tion, which is situated twenty oilea west of the Sacramento 
River, at the foot of the Coast Range. Under the management 
of V. E. Geiger, i t  is in a more flourishing condition than 
ever before. 
Mr. Geiger is much beloved by the Indians, and keeps 
them under the strictest discipline; but still they are con­
tented and happy. Between thirty and forty thousand bushels 
of grain were raised on the reservation this year, the work 
being all done by the Indiana. Under the management of Mr. 
Gelger it will be but a short time till all the Indians in 
Northern California will be safely settled on the reserve?. 
Rev. Taylor then remarks: 
I am sorry to say that the plan, so far as it relates 
to schools, and the preaching of the gospel among the Indians 
on the reservations, has not yet been carried into effect. 
I hope It will be very soon; for, however dull the parents 
may be, the children are bright, and capable of elevation. 
0 how my heart has bled for them, as I have witnessed their 
sports, and listened to their merry shouts, as skipped 
over the hills: I loved them as myself, being my brethem, 
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and longed to see them enjoy ay privileges of enlightenment 
and salvation. 
He set a personal example In economy, by utilizing the 
i " .. t- . 
roots of the scrub oaks that had been cut on the hills near 
his San Francisco home, where he paid forty dollars per chord 
for wood, but soon many others followed his leadership dig­
ging for these roots. In the valley and hill country adja­
cent to the Sacramento River, he records seeing large herds 
of elk, and was frequently confronted by bear. It was ^un­
der the Oak," in Sacramento, he was refreshed to learn,,that 
i • . . 
Sr. Grove W. Deal, a beloved physician had done much valuable 
preaching, and lent strength to the cause of righteousness 
elsewhere. Here he also met Rev. W. S. Corwin, who after 
abundant labors was laid to rest in the Capitol City Ceme­
tery, December IS, 1893. Of Issec Owen, whom he met again 
had known in the East, and on the occasion of his first visit 
to Sacramento, and the Baltimore chapel Sunday morning Janu­
ary 5, 1B49; he offers the following life-like description 
of this giant preacher of the mountains, as he was of the 
maritime settlements. 
Brother Owen is a thick—set nan, about five feet ten 
inches high, eyes and hair black,'face round, with an easy 
pleasant smile on his countenance. He is a good preacher, 
more clear and strong, his preaching earnest and practical 
characterized by clear Scripture expositions and familiar 
illustrations. Besides a thorough practical 
real life, he made himself quite familiar with his Greek 
Testament. 
He is a man of indomitable energy and Pcrsever^c®: * 
' once heard Bishop Morris say of him that, Owen "ever f*TJ® 
up, he always does what he undertakes; If he can t do it in 
1 Taylor, William, California Life Illustrated, 76. 
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one way, he will in another. ' 
He 13 apt in expedient in every emergency. He says he 
never was lost but once, and that was when a little boy. He 
was away in the wilderness of Indiana alone; (where he accom­
panied his parents from his native state of Vermont) night 
was settling down upon him, the woods were full .of wolves, 
wild cats, and panthers; and he knew not which way to go. 
After a little cogitation, an expedient struck hira.; He cut 
a rod, caught his dog and gave him a severe flogging, then 
letting the dog go* he instinctively cut for home as fast as 
he could run, and young Owen after him at top speed. He thus 
got his bearings, and safely reached home a little after dark. 
He says he never was in •straitened circumstances' but once. 
He had been out on a hunt, and got his buckskin trowsers very 
wet, coming home very cold, he got into the fireplace, of one 
of the old-fashioned wide chimneys and stood by a blazing 
fire to warm himself, being very much chilled, he could not 
feel the heat at once, till he felt something drawing very 
tightly about his legs, and now the heat seemed to be taking 
the skin off him; lo his trowsers were drawn up into crisp, 
searing and singeing him; but though he Jumped around, and 
cried for help, he could not pull them off. He said: 'I 
found myself In decidedly straitened circumstances.1 
Brother Owen is one of the greatest beggars in the world. 
He was for five years the agent of Indiana Asbury University: 
so that besides natural talents for it, he is thoroughly 
skilled in the business. When he thinks that a certain v-,-.. 
1 Taylor, William, On. Clt., 109. 
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portion of a man's money ought to be apportioned to a specu­
la! church enterprise in which he is engaged, (and he always 
has such on hand) and gets after him, that man had Just as 
well, like old Dan Boone's coon, give up at onoe. Arriving 
in California at about the same time by different routes. 
Rev. Owen preached his first sermon in Grass Valley, September 
32, 1848, which will be remembered as the day William Taylor 
began in San Francisco. Shortly after he came on to Benecla, 
where he learned that he had been officially appointed to 
Sacramento, nearly one hundred miles distant. Thinking to re­
lieve the nearly exhausted ox-teara of some burden on this 
difficult return, the family engaged a sail-boat, which cap­
sized, causing the loss of most of their belongings at the 
end of a long journey across the continent. However, with 
renewed zeal and much effort he procured a parsonage at a 
cost of about five thousand dollars, and salary of four thou­
sand, one fourth of which was voluntarily applied toward the 
new parsonage. For three days following their happy meet­
ing on Sunday, January fifth, important foundation plans were 
laid for their respective fields, which are described along 
with his impression of the surrounding territory. 
We matured plans for future operation. A book 
tory was to be established and the country supolied 
p u r e  r e l i g i o u s  l i t e r a t u r e ,  a c a d e m i e s  a n d  u n i v e r s .  
to be founded for the education of the rising genera , 
but at present we had to explore, and organize ®° 
far as possible, without neglecting the charges to which we 
had been appointed. We agreed that I should, in additio 
to my work in San Francisco, travel south to San J 
Santa Cruz, and organize societies; and that he snou 
what he could north of San Francisco, and thus pr<ep.a , _ 
way for other missionaries. We spent a part of 8 * 
the ninth of January in Dr. Deal's upper room; ana in 
afternoon when we came down to go to the parsonage, 
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river came rolling down the street meeting us. Half the 
city was already submerged and the swelling flood hastened 
to bury the remainder. A wagon hapnened to pass near ue at 
the moment, and Brother Owen paid the driver two dollars to 
take him a couple of blocks, whence he got a boatman to 
ferry him home. I took refuge in the doctor's house till 
after tea: but as the tide was still rising, and I nre-
ferred to go to sea in a boat rather than a house, I com­
mended my Faltimore to the mercy of the flood, and waded the 
best I could to the steamer Senator, and put up for the night. 
The seen the next morning is briefly described in my 
journal as follows: 
Thursday, January 10, 1850.-This morning I went up on 
the top of a store-ship anchored near our steamer, to take 
a survey of an entire city under water. I could not discover 
a single speck of land in sight, except a little spot of a 
few feet on the levee near our boat. The boatmen were navi­
gating the streets in whale boats in every direction. 
That day I returned to San Francisco, aocompanied by 
Brother Corwin, who was on his way to Stockton, where he or­
ganized a society, and built a church and parsonage, partly 
by subscriptions and in part by his own hands: he, like the 
great Prophet of Nazareth, being a carpenter as well as a 
preacher. 
We paid for our meals aboard the Senator two dollars 
each, the price of a state-room for one night was ten dollars, 
and the fare alone from San Francisco to Sacramento City was 
thirty dollars. Charles Minturn, the agent in San Francisco, 
gave me free passage up; and through the mediation of Captain 
Gleson I obtained a similar favor in Sacramento City, by which 
on that single trip I saved sixty dollars. 
Similar courtesies were accorded all regular ministers. 
The flood that prevailed for several days took a hearv 
toll, in tents and small dwellings with food supplies and 
stock brought overland was trapped in a sea that extenaja 
for more than one hundred miles and several miles wiae. 
From these brief accounts one gains a slight impression 
of the very sever hardships encountered in many parts of Calif 
omia in whidh Rev. Taylor was directly Interested. These 
losses hampered the progress of religious expansion through 
1 Taylor, William, 0£. Clt., 114. 
churchfes and schools, Including several academies and the 
University Of the Pacific first established at Santa Clara, 
and later at San Jose where it became the College Of The Pa­
cific, now located in Stockton. In establishing this and 
many other worthy enterprises he rendered invaluable service* 
As a staunch supporter of law and order, as well as personal 
and social righteousness, he lent courage to all workers, to­
ward a stable protected society. His influence for good dur­
ing the reign of the Vigilance Committees of the early fif­
ties must have been most impressive by reason of his fearless 
street preaching, though he would be the last to make such a 
claim. But brief references are made to those trying days in 
which he had So large a part. The following remark reveals 
how much he must have deplored the drastic steps taken. 
We want to see an altar of prayer in the habitation of 
every American family, and to see all, from the gray-headed 
granddaddy down to the little rosycheeks, on-which the blush 
of guilty shame never sat, bow down together, at every rising 
and setting of the sun in sincere worship of the true God. We 
would not then be troubled with 'Vigilance Commitees, nor the 
necessity for them. We would then realize and exhibit the 
fact that, 'Righteousness exalteth a nation', as we now real­
ize our shame, that sin is a reproach to any people.'1 
Not only was William Taylor interested in civic right­
eousness, but in everything pertaining to material wellbeing. 
His practice of thrift and economy encouraged others in prac­
tical production as means to comfort, but as a means of solv­
ing practical problems. His scientific mind led him to a study 
of agricultural conditions and possibilities. The following 
assembled facts from reliable sources indicates the trend 
from gold mining to soil cultivation. 
1 Taylor, William, Street Preaching in San Francisco, 312. 
To form a comparative idea of the extent of such a patch 
of land, take the states of Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, Pennsyl­
vania, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland, and spread them 
all out together on the broad bosom of California, and they 
will leave an uncovered margin of thirteen thousand seven 
hundred and seventy-four square miles. 
In the year 1856 there were 578,963 acres cultivated in 
cereal grains. The average yield is thirty bushels per acre. 
It frequently yields fifty to seventy five bushels per acre. 
A crop of thirty two acres in Alameda County, which received 
a premium at the State-Agricultural fair for 1856, averaged 
one hundred and thirty-four bushels per acre. Some rare 
specimens of vegetables were exhibited. I saw them myself, 
and have no doubt as to the correctness of the published 
statements in regard to them. There were exhibted two pump­
kins from Sacramento, weighing two hundred and ten, and two 
hundred and forty pounds. A beet grown by Colonel Hall, of 
Sacramento, weighing seventy-three pounds, a carrot weighing 
ten pounds, measuring one foot and eight inches in circumfer­
ence, and measuring three feet and three inches in length. 
There were fifty of them in the same bed, of eoual size. The 
seeds were sown on June 25, and the carrots were dug September 
2oth. A squash weighing one hundred and forty-one pounds,a 
cornstalk twenty-one feet and nine inches in height, water­
melons from near Nevada, twenty-seven of which gave an aggre-f 
gate of five hundred and fifty pounds, a sweet potato from 
San Jose, weighing eleven pounds and two ounces, an Irish 
potato from Bodega, weighing seven and a quarter pounds, bunch 
of potatoes of the Oregon red variety, from a single eye, 
weighing ten pounds. 
Many other statistics touching upon the growth and pro­
duction fruit trees, of dairy and other farm products are as 
interesting as they are valuable in depicting a land little 
understood by the rest of the world at that time. He quotes 
the census of the same year on live stock. 
One hundred and sixty thousand nine hundred and ninety 
one horses; thirty thousand six hundred and forty one mules 
and asses; six hundred and eighty four thousand two hundred 
and forty-eight cattle; two hundred and fifty-three thousand 
three hundred and twelve sheep; four thousand five hundred and 
forty four goats, one hundred and eighty-six thousand five 
hundred and eighty-five swine; two hundred and sixty-six thou­
sand three hundred and thirty-six poultry. 
Wild game and foul abound in California, elk deer, grizp-
ly bears etc. wild geeBe, brants, duck, etc. by the hundred 
million.^ 
His observations of the fishing, lumbering, milling, 
ship-building, foundries and kindred industries, as well as 
gold raining in its varied forms are alike interesting in de­
picting the times as he met and faced his task as the Soul 
Digger* 
California was truly his first love as touching the king­
dom of God among men. The term California Taylor became a 
household term for the man who later moved continents by the 
same indomitable courage that characterized his seven years 
of incessant missionary toil that Influenced the trancient as 
well as the permanent settlers of the west. Prom this field 
he seemed released by force of circumstances that afterwards 
proved a rich blessing to even a greater number than could 
possibly have been reached here. Raving gained an interna­
tional reputation as a big brother, he now purposed to visit 
other sections of his own country, and visit others as the way 
seemed to open. If however, theTe were no open doors, he usu­
ally found a method by which to open and enter them. In this 
capacity we will henceforth see and hear him. 
1 Taylor, William, California Life illustrated, 260. 
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CHAPTER III 
AS WRITER, EVANGELIST, AND LECTURER 
WILLIAM TAYLOR BECOMES CALIFORNIA TAYLOR 
Having labored faithfully in his first missionary 
appointment for seven years, from whloh he was released by 
hi8 Conference and friends to enter whatever fields of en­
deavor he deemed best, he confessed "I was greatly over­
worked". A two week's hunting and fishing trip in the Coast 
Range Mountains with Captain Webb of Marysvllle, who was re­
claimed to the Christian life after two sabbath services and 
happy association with the Taylor and Webb families, was the 
introduction to a much longer trip. Embarking from San Fran-
, clsco in October 1856, the family crossed Panama on their re-" 
turn to New York, endeavoring to leave the bitterness of the 
loss of their two children, Oceana and Willie, and the crush­
ing experience of their Seaman's Bethel enterprise, far be­
hind. Five remaining children challenged their best efforts 
for the future. Captain Haven the recipient of a generous 
supply of venison, presented the family with their passage 
to New York, thus adding a human touch deeply appreciated by 
this man of God, who at the invitation of the Captain preached 
on the deck, to a company that would soon part, possibly nev­
er to meet again. The inner life of the man may be indicated 
in the Soul Digger. 
I am comforted in the fact that, for more than fifty 
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years of my Gospel ministry, on every occasion I stdod near 
the strait grate that opens into the kingdom of God, and 
tried by the help of the Holy Spirit to show poor sinners 
the way in. A gate keener don't aim to get off fine speeches, 
but keeps repeating, "This Is the way, gentlemen and ladles. 
Walk in* 
It was essentially this that he continued to do for five 
* • -
years of intensive evangelism throughout the eastern part of 
the United States and Canada. His soul burning with a zeal 
that held vast crowds aghast as he interspersed touches of 
human interest, witnessed In the golden State now drawing the 
attention of the world, he won many souls for Christ. In 
this moving evangelistic tour along the Atlantic Seaboard 
States and the Middle west, he traveled by a team of ponies, 
making ten miles an hour under favorable conditions. Nor did 
he confine his labors to strictly evangelistic services, but 
visited as many schools and colleges as possible, giving 
suitable addresses and platform lectures that enlivened Inter­
est in the deeper aspects of life, and awakened missionary 
Incentive among young and old alike. Many learning of his 
avowed determination to meet every cent of Seaman*s Bethel 
obligation, contributed generously. Others purchased liber­
ally of his books that now poured from the press by the thou­
sands. During all this effective religious campaign, he was 
able to fulfil his cherished dream of wielding the pen, by 
which many more might catch his spirit, than could be reached 
by the spoken word. 
While this aim was begun in San Francisco where he pro­
duced his "Seven Tears Street Preaching," which he took to 
V Paul, John, The Soul Digger, 72.- • 1 -r • 
New York as an experiment, it was not until he was released 
from long and exacting labors of the active ministry that he 
enjoyed the liberty required for-literary production. As 
"iron sharpeneth iron", he received as well as gave to the 
wealth of clear thinking*, and active participation in the 
world's problems. His was never the beggar mission, but 
rather he made his message so indispensable, and his person­
ality so attractive that he invited the hearty cooperation 
of his fellowmen regardless of sect, creed or nationality. 
Young people found him easy of approach, and reasonable in 
aiding them to a clear understanding of life's meaning. How 
he Impressed even those who had but a limited opportunity of 
meeting or counseling with him may be gained by the following 
observation made by John Clark Ridpath who was a boy in school 
at Asbury University, now De Pauw. Ridpath later remembered 
that thus early "the locomotive habit had already taken pos­
session of him", and writing as a historian of these early im­
pressions notes, "His large and distinct personality". "His 
personal manner, says Ridpath, was then the same as today. 
His voice was powerful, natural, resonant, pathetic". The 
following summary from Ridpath is a worthy tribute of the 
grateful student who caught the gleam of Taylor the evangel­
istic statesman and organizer of world movements. 
The history of his life and work in that period does not 
now concern me, but only my impressions of his visit, his 
personality, and his sermons before the students and the 
Church. His apparition left me with a very distinct memory. 
I see him today after the lapse of nearly thirty-four years, 
sharply outlined against the far horizon of my boyish re­
collections. I perceive in the backward look several things 
about the man and the preacher as he then was. The f**6* °* 
these 18 the fact that he had already developed that wonderful 
direotnees of speech which Is, perhaps, the secret of his In­
fluence In the religious society of our time. At that date 
he spoke directly out, just as he did after the discipline of 
another quarter of a century. I suppose that this method of 
Immediate speech, passing without any intermediate formulary 
from the speaker to the spoken—to, was with him a natural 
gift. This is to say, that he had the quality of doing, so 
dormant among his faculties, and the opportunity and exciting 
cause came with his experiences in the streets of San Fran--
cisco* In that arena, such as It was in the sixth decade, a 
man must he direct or he nothing. What effect could be ex­
pected from the formal and logical speech of oratory when 
addressed to the melange of rough miners, gamblers, scamps, 
refugees of ten countries and fifteen races gathered then in 
what had lately been the sand roads of Yerba BuenaT 
California the land of romance and adventure was equally 
desired to be heard from as Buelah, or the Promised Land. A 
preacher and a writer on strictly religious themes might not 
have succeeded nearly so well as the same individual with a 
vivid imagination and direct contact with the corners of the 
earth upon which all eyes were focused. This was an asset 
that the publishing houses of New York readily sensed, and in 
welcoming the manuscript of "Seven Years Street Preaching in 
San Francisco", as they did California Life Illustrated in 
1858. In the meantime William Taylor continued to visit as 
many Annual Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church as 
possible, in addition to his evangelistic campaign, with the 
threatening war clouds ever hanging lower over the Union, un­
til the nation was in a gigantic struggle, involving individ­
uals as well as organized groups. From all that can be 
gathered, William Taylor stood definitely by the Union as did 
his forefathers in the formation and preservation of the Re­
public. His was not the part of an active contestant, but by 
Paul, John, The Soul Digger. 74. " 
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every available means he endeavored to deter the South from 
open conflict. 'As a southerner he held a unique position -
while campaigning elsewhere. His endeavor to avoid an open 
break is seen In the freedom with which he traveled in all 
sections. Hie going to Canada to fulfil a long contemplated 
engagement was held by some as unpatriotic at a time of war, 
and likewise his visit to England and later Australia. 
In 1861 he met Dr. James Brown in Canada, who had spent 
several years in Australia, who persuaded him to think about 
going to labor for Christ in that great country. After 
prayer and meditation he felt it to be his duty to visit the 
Australian colonies and assist the churches in their great 
work. 
It will be seen that it was not so much an escape from his 
native land In time of danger, as it was a conviction that he 
could better serve the kingdom In a peaceful land than in his 
own land now torn by bitter strife. •'Where duty calls or 
danger, Be never wanting there", was his ideal and his prac­
tice. All of his subsequent activity, as well as his heroic 
achievement in California, fortify his position during the 
period under question. Prom statements made on public occa­
sions by students of William Taylor, it is reliably assured 
that while making a short stay in England, William Taylor 
wrote and published a pamphlet in support of the Onion. So 
far no trace of such a pamphlet has been discovered. 
Just as he earnestly endeavored to avoid the establish­
ment of a Methodist Church South in California, or on the 
Pacific Coast, he likewise worked to maintain the Union. His 
1 Davles, Hev. E., The Life of William Taylor,34. 
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attitude toward all religious bodies was most cordial, as it 
was toward all nationalities. In his five years evangelistic 
tour of America, he made many friends as well as converts, 
some of whom were from abroad, or had relatives in distant 
lands, who were advised of William Taylor*e contemplated world 
tour, which afforded introductions in strange lands that 
opened the way for more aggressive work. 
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CHAPTER IV 
HIS INFLUENCE ABROAD AS A GOODWILL MESSENGER 
Leaving the Atlantic Seaboard in 1861, for Australia, he 
spent four months in England where he gave lectures of great 
interest on popular themes. Most of all were people eager to 
learn about the Civil War of which he spoke and wrote freely. 
At the same time he satisfied a longing to learn about Calif­
ornia, as many seeking new homes considered either California 
or Australia. His first hand information about the former 
proved the favorite theme. His lively interest in the west 
coast was intensified by the return of his wife and family 
to California, upon his embarking for Australia for an in­
definite duration. As an ardent lover of his family this en­
forced separation was a severe testing. It was only under 
the urge of duty that he gave his unqualified assent. His 
personal testimony is enlightening. 
Having gone through a course of seven years in the Baltl' 
more Conference, and seven years in California, among repre­
sentatives of nearly all the nations of the earth It was man­
ifest that I was being educated for something beyond the or­
dinary routine of a Methodist minister's work. I had no 
thought of a change, however, until, by a strange and unex­
pected providence, I was thrown out of the regular orbit of 
my itinerant life into a comet—like path leading me through 
immeasurable space. It was not my choosing but was the 
greatest grief of my life up to that time. My ambition was 
to stay at home in the regular work with my wife and family; 
but my loyalty to God, which had been perfected during the 
first four years of my spiritual life, would not allow me to 
shrink for a moment from any responsibility the Lord might 
lay upon me, whether for life or death.1 
1 Davies, Rev. E., The Life of William Taylor. 22ff. 
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This was true with reference to hla decided stand on all 
great moral and social issues both at home and abroad. 
Taylor's personal record shows that he had a lively interest 
In all the Issues of the day, both in church and state, but 
particularly in the problems of the church and temperance, and 
moral reform. The movements that led a little later to the 
birth of the Women's Christian Temperance Union and modern 
prohibition achievements were taking rise then (1858-1860) 
in the Ulddlewest and they owe much in their early origins to 
the mighty stimulus they received from the ministry of William 
Taylor during those three years. * 
The friendly feeling cultivated in dealing with English and 
Canadian Soldiers stationed in Canada, brought him into 
immediate touch with the Weeleyan Church in England. The 
same is true of the Impact he made in many places that later 
found ready expression of gratitude. 
Indianans in their fellow feeling for the world evangelist 
were led to the changing of the name of Fort Wayne Methodist 
College to Taylor University. The march of world events did 
not suffer Rev. Taylor to tarry as long as he wished in Eng­
land, and he was off for the Rear East leaving a notable in­
fluence as will be observed by the following comment. 
Moved by the fact that the London Times and other influential 
factors in public opinion were championing the cause of the 
Southern Confederacy, this loyal Virginian undertook to clear 
the 'murky atmosphere* so that the common people could see. 
His love for the Southern people and his identification with 
them by birth caused his views to receive the more patient a 
attention by the Briton, who is set on his guard against 
preachments born of passion. He published a pamphlet in the 
nature of a testimony, entitled, 'Causes and Probable Results 
of the Civil War in America - Facts for the People of Great 
Britain', and mailed it out judiciously, by the thousands, at 
his own expense.'5 
Just how William Taylor could do some things that he did 
1 Paul, John, The Soul Digger. 83. 
2 Ibid. 84. 
3 Ibid, 90. 
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financially, is a problem to a biographer of a later genera­
tion, but providence was always Immanent in his life. His 
pamphlet stirred the newspaper circles, and editors were 
asking the question, Who is this man Taylor? 
Who indeed was Taylor, that he should wield a determin­
ing influence anywhere he pitched his camp? He was not so 
much a logician, he was a psychologist. He maintained that 
breadth of tolerance, coupled with flexible convictions, which 
enabled him to sense every nan's viewpoint; and he was en­
dowed with that fine Intelligence which made for a skillful 
reaction to every situation. His wit was often like a sun­
burst. He records two surprises when he arrived at the ffes-
leyan Conference: They observed no parliamentary law, but 
conducted everything in conversational style, and the min­
isters made free use of wine at the dinner tables. The lat­
ter was the greater surprise, upon which a fire eating re­
former would have broken with the whole situation, losing bis 
contact and his opportunity* He merely answered pleasantries 
with pleasantries, weaving his reasons Into a skillful argu­
ment for total abstinence, which no doubt was the seed-sow­
ing for the future. Is it too much to say that the same man 
who afterward planted the useful eucalpytus trees in Calif­
ornia did at this time do a share in planting of seeds of 
higher temperance in England? 
Among the cherished compliments received by Taylor in his 
later years was a statement by president Rutherford B. Hayes, 
' that the efforts of Taylor in England on behalf of the 
American Union, was 'worth more than a regiment of soldiers 
at the front'.1 But when the books are opened, we think that 
results of no less importance will show forth from Taylor's 
first sojourn in the British Isles* Tor he conducted reviv­
al or special meetings, usually a week's duration, but In 
some places for two or three weeks, at various points, giv­
ing special attention to Ireland, A pleasant feature of his 
meeting In Armagh, Ireland, was the number of people who 
claimed kin with him, though a hundred years had elapsed since 
his ancestors had cleared the ports of Erin* 
Leaving the British Isles after four months of fruitful 
labor, he spent a week in Paris and on to Beyroot, irith a 
careful inspection of missions in Turkey where he addressed 
the English speaking groups and enjoyed an intellectual and 
spiritual feast in his sojourn in Palestine where he walked 
in the footsteps of his Lord. His visit to Jerusalem, and the 
tomb of David, aswim in the Lake of Galilee and the river Jor­
dan all aided him in his appreciation of the Holy Land and 
its interpretation to his congregations throughout the world* 
Debarking from Joppa for Alexandria, Cairo and the Great 
Pyramids, brought him in touch with ancient civilisation from 
which he derived much valuable material for all his subseouent 
ministry*" In order to make possible this study of ancient 
lands, he curtailed his expenses to the point of sacrifice, 
remembering the needs of his family who returned to California 
about the time he left Sandy Hook for England, May 1, 1862. 
: I ,- * * 
1 Paul, John, The Soul Digger, 92. 
2 Ibid. 94. 
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In purchasing hie ticket from Suez to Melbourne, 
Australia at a cost of six hundred dollars, his finances 
were well nigh exhausted. Dpon the first stop at Albany, 
Australia,going ashore, he discovered a mission chapel that 
was being built by a struggling minister to whom he gave five 
dollars borrowed from the ship^ captain. On May 1, 1863, 
just one year to a day from his leaving the American contin­
ent, he began his three and one half years evangelistic tour 
of Australia and New Zealand. Writing thirty years later of 
this campaign he wrote, "My mission to Australia was in ful­
fillment of an unmistakable providential program and the 
accomplishment of a great providential purpose Unlike the 
direct attention he gave to writing about other countries In 
which he labored, he wrote no book about Australia. This was 
likely due to the high pressure at which he incessantly worked 
In mass evangelism and personal contact. The time seemed 
ripe for such an ingathering. He did however, write a most 
useful book on Christian Holiness, entitled, "Infancy and Man­
hood of Christian Life", which was mainly produced on a sail­
ing voyage between Melbourne and Sydney, A ready sale put 
thirty thousand copies in circulation, and made the name of 
William Taylor, better known at that time as California Taylo? 
a household use in Christian homes of the "Southern World." 
Even as late as 1936, an American minister returning from 
Australia wrote: 
Many of the ministers in Australia at one time were direct 
1 Paul,; John, 0£., Clt., 95. 
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fruits of his labors When we heard of some prominent 
layman who had given thousands of pounds to church causes, 
the next sentence was very likely to be, 'He was a convert 
in the Taylor meetings. ' We got In the way of expecting 
to see In the Wesleyan church vestries, two pictures on the 
wall, one of John Wesley and the other of William Taylor.* 
Something of how he felt concerning evangelism in one of the 
most far-reaching campaigns in history may be gleaned from 
his own burning testimony. 
For over twenty years ray poor soul and body have been 
wholly sanctified to God, which is but the reasonable ser­
vice required of every sinner. I have been subject to the 
disabilities of ignorance, hence errors of judgment, with 
their painful consequences; of great and varied temptations 
from a great variety of sources; of great reverses of for­
tune, so called; of great family bereavements and privations; 
of persecutions, and perils by sea and land; but under all 
these, I have been enabled steadily to maintain, every day 
during the said period of over twenty years, the essential 
facts in my experience, daily confessing then to God, and 
professing them to the world as occasion seemed to require 
for the glory of God. The facts of ray utter helplessness, 
the all-sufficiency and availability of a perfect remedy, 
and of a perfect supply in Christ, meeting every demand of 
my needy case, and the abiding effectiveness of the Holy 
Spirit, in fulfillment of his gracious offices, have from 
year to year become more clearly defined in my consciousness 
as living verities. I mention facts of ray personal experi­
ence, as a witness for Jesus, to illustrate the Gospel doc­
trines I have under discussion. 
Just in so far as the church of Christ, with all of her 
organic strength, and grand institutions and appliances, falls 
short of God'8 standard of practical holiness, will her ef­
fectiveness in her great work of saving the world fall short 
of the standard of God's purpose and gospel provisions for 
the accomplishment of that grand result. If the gospel pro­
vision: for the salvation of the world, instituted by Jesus 
Christ according to the purpose of God, and administered by 
the personal Holy Ghost 'proceeding from the Father' for this 
purpose, is inadequate, is it not time for the church, and 
the world to know it? If inadequate, it is high time that we 
find out and remove the grounds of failure. While an incal-
culable amount of good has been done In the world, through 
the gosoel, it is a lamentable fact, that, after the struggle 
of over eighteen hundred years, we have not carried even the 
sound of Jesus 'name to half the population of the globe, and 
* Paul, John, 0£. Clt., 95. • 
the large majority of those who have heard the gospel persist 
In rebellion against God. There must be a screw loose, a 
wheel off , or some dreadful-miscarriage In this greatest of 
all enterprises. For the honour of God, and the well being 
of a perishing world, let there be a thorough Investigation 
of this matter. If every other enterprise in the world should 
stand still, let this go on till this mighty problem is 
solved. The high contracting parties in the matter are Ood 
and man. If it be found that the present constitution of the 
gospel is not sufficient, but that Christ must come again, 
not as a Judge, but as a SaviourV to do, by sone kind of 
corrective power, what the moral forces of his first effort 
failed to do, then in the name of all that can affect the 
great heart of God, let all good people pray that he would 
come at once, before any more of our dear friends go down to 
hell. But if it be found that the gospel provisions are ex­
actly suited to these great ends, which I firmly believe, 
and that the ground of failure lies entirely with man, the 
party of the second part, and that Christ shall come again, 
as he undoubtedly will, it will not be with the humiliating 
confession that hie first great enterprise for saving the 
world was quite insufficient, and that now he will try an­
other plan, but to vindicate the absolute provision, and call 
man to answer for this dreadful miscarriage, which has occa­
sioned the destruction of millions of souls. 
With this appreciation of the work of the Holy Spirit in 
the world, it was not unnatural that his first appearance in 
Melbourne's $200,000 Wesley Church should have been a power­
ful sermon on Acts 1:8, "Ye shall receive power after that 
the Holy Ghost is come upon you". The pastor, Rev. Daniel 
Draper, together with other pastors of the city tendered him 
such a cordial welcome, that the whole field was wide open 
to him throughout his most effective labors in that part of 
the world. The children shared in his inspiring messages 
at least once a week, usually on Sunday afternoon, so that 
there is little wonder that ever since, there have been found 
in such abundance, stalwart Christian laymen in every use­
ful walk in life. Aside from the circulation of his California 
Extracts from Infancy and Manhood of Christian Life. 
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books and correspondence between mutual friends, William 
Taylor carried from London the cordial greeting of the firm, 
McArthur and Company of London to Mr. James Copeland a lead­
ing layman in their employ in Melbourne. It was his judg­
ment that to begin the campaign in so fashionable a churoh 
as Wesley, would hamper the progress of the work elsewhere, 
but the evangelist regarded God as the author of circumstances, 
and that to "storm Sebastopol by the power of God would cause 
the smaller forts to fall". This prophesy proved true even 
beyond the fondest anticipations of either the evangelist or 
the people. 
It was not alone in the evangelistic field that the name 
of William Taylor is so indelibly impressed in the Southern 
World, where he achieved such notable success, but in the 
philanthropic and educational as well. Being independent by 
reason of the liberal sale of hie own publications, and often 
refusing public collections thrust upon him, he felt at lib­
erty to aid many worthy enterprises both personally, and by 
influencing others to share in benevolent causes. One of the 
fruits of progress to which Taylor's reviwal campaigns made 
early contribution, in Australia was the calling of a great 
convention of friends of education. At this convention, one, 
Mr. Walter Powell, made Taylor the spokesman to 'stake' an 
offer of ten thousand pounds against the liberality of the 
Wesleyans and friends of Victoria for the establishment of 
Wesleyan College. The challenge was accepted, the money 
paid, and the college founded, with Rev. James'S. Waugh as 
President. Taylors connection with the origin of Prince 
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Albert College, In the city of Adellade, Is still more vital* 
Visiting that part of Australia, the last colony In which he 
labored, the Rev. Mr. Ironside, Superintending minister, was 
ardent In his demand for a week of meetings, making this sig­
nificant prophecy: *If you will come and preach a week In 
our new unfinished chapel we will get Thomas Waterhouse con­
verted to God and he will help us pay the debt on our church 
and build us a college*. Mr. Waterhouse was a klndhearted 
millionaire. Taylor held the meeting. Waterhouse was con­
verted. Ironside's prophecy came true. Besides paying the 
debt, Mr. Waterhouse bought twenty—three acres of ground for 
a college In the city of Adellade and took a large share In 
building and endowing the college for the church on that 
ground. William Taylor's financing gifts, coupled with his 
preaching on tithing and gospel giving, made hira a powerful 
factor wherever he went in Australia in Increasing the en­
trenchment of the church by looking after its material In­
terests as a part of the results of his meetings. Buildings 
were completed and debts were paid in many places. He re­
ferred to this ministry as 'next to my ambassadorship in soul 
saving in Australia.* 
There was nothing sectarian about the whole campaign, 
churches and ministers of all denominations cooperating with 
singular results that put new life and hope In the hearts of 
Christian workers everywhere. In not a few instances other 
than the Methodist and Weeleyan denominations even more gen­
erously helped in what might be regarded a united campaign. 
There were spheres of influence set up in the great centers 
that extended far beyond into the strictly rural sections. 
Isolated individuals frequently from a distance would learn 
of the results and come with open hearts and minds, returning 
to their native communities to prepare the way for a subse­
quent campaign. As many as eleven thousand new members- were 
reported to three sessions of the Australasian Conference 
alone during the national campaign, with many churches quick­
ened in new life and power. So great was the demand for re­
turn engagements that he was obliged to extend his stay much 
beyond his first contemplation. This was a source of keen 
anxiety because of the prolonged separation from his wife 
and family in California. With them he had freouent corres­
pondence and kept them amply supplied with means for a com­
fortable living, and the cheering news of his marvelous suc­
cess in his varied ministry abroad. 
-In addition to correspondence that was mutually refresh­
ing, he sent large quantities of eucalyptus seed, reputed 
to be the first,of its kind to reach the shore of the Ameri­
can continent, and especially California. Though there may 
have been other species imported after his arrival in San 
Francisco, September 21, 1849, and the time he reached 
Australia in May 1863, there is every reason to conclude that 
he was the first to introduce the eudalyptus, globulus or blue 
gum. In a booklet published upon the ocasion of the centen­
ary Memorial Service, held at the fountain View Cemetery, 
Oakland, California, Kay 22, 1921, Mr. E. K. Taylor, son of 
William Taylor in speaking of the introduction of the eucal-* 
yptus trees into California, quotes from the preface of the 
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"Story of My Life" written by his father. "There were no 
such trees on the Coast — in 1849. " This statenent seems 
to be well founded, but between that date and 1863, when 
William Taylor reached Australia, other species may have 
been introduced. "In 1863, and later my father sent large 
quantities of seed, and the young trees were distributed by 
my mother and James T. 8tratton, a surveyor, subsequently 
Surveyor General of California. 
From recent correspondence with the College of Agricul­
ture, University of California, we are greatly indebted for 
the following information. 
By 1856 the eucalyptus was being listed in an Oakland cata­
logue at $1.00 apiece and by 1861 the eucalyptus had already 
been planted on the streets of Oakland. As early as 1858 at 
least three kinds of eucalyptus were being listed in a 
San Francisco nursery catalogue. Stephen Nolan had already 
brought in certain kinds of eucalyptus shortly after 1860. 
There is reason to believe that Bishop Taylor did actually 
send seeds to his wife in Alameda, but these seeds probably 
did not arrive until sometime after Bishop Taylor arrived 
in Australia in 1863. At the present time there is a large 
eucalyptus tree standing on Park Avenue and Central Avenue 
in Alameda, and this tree is reported to be somewhere around 
68 years of age. From the statements made above, you will 
be able to see that we have documentry evidence to indicate 
that the eucalyptus tree was already being sold in Califor­
nia by leading nurserymen and had already been planted be­
fore Bishop Taylor went to Australia. Bishop Taylor can be 
included among the persons who helped make importations of 
the first eucalyptus seed, but he was not the first as near 
as we know at the present time.2 
For those wishing to compare the foregoing statements with 
the traditional belief that William Taylor was the first to 
introduce the eucalyptus tree into California, detailed 
Centenary Memorial Booklet, 7. 
2 Correspondence with H. M. Butterfield, U. C. May 14, 1936. 
Library of Mr. Charles Saunders - well known author, 
Pasadena. 
references are readily available,^ The facts concerning the 
eucalyptus family in general are made clear by these unbiased 
statements. But not fully satisfied as to the particular 
species with which William Taylor is rightly credited with 
having sent from Australia to his family and possibly others 
in California, further inquiry upon this point brought the 
following additional information from the University of 
California. 
Answering your letter of Kay 16, will state that very little 
has been said about species of eucalyptus sent from Australia 
by Bishop Taylor, but the tree standing on Central Avenue in 
Alameda east of Park Avenue and planted by the sons of 
Bishop Taylor, is a blue gum known botanically as Eucalyptus 
globulus.2 
E. K. Taylor, one of the children of Bishop Taylor in a small 
booklet issued at the time of Centenary memorial service at 
Kountain View Cemetary, stated that Bishop Taylor started the 
seed from Australia in 1863 and continued for several years. 
The wife of Bishop Taylor has stated that some of the seeds 
sent by Bishop Taylor were planted by James T. Stratton, at 
one time Surveyor-general of California. Mr. Stratton planted 
two large groves of what were probably the blue gums in 1870 
containing 130,000 trees. For several years Mr. Stratton 
advertised around 200,000 young eucalyptus trees for sale. 
Academy of Science, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco. 
William C. Walker's Catalogue 1858, Shellmound Nurseries, 
Oakland Catalogue 1856, located in the Bancroft Library 
at the University of California. Statements and letters 
relating to Stephen Nolan's and Charles Shinn, Butter-
field and Saunders Private Libraries. 
2 
Correspondence with H. M. Butterfield, U. C. Kay 16, 1936. 
California Horticulturist 1870-1880 and Pacific Rural 
Press same period. 
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Since the blue gum wae the species of greatest interest in 
those years, I assume that this was the tree which was sent 
by Bishop Taylor and grown extensively. There were several 
other specie8 of eucalyptus, however, which were grown in 
California from the very beginning of introductions. Eu­
calyptus virainalls or manna gum was one of the trees intro­
duced in the early 60' 8 if not before and was grown exten­
sively here in California. Unfortunately many of the refer­
ences to the eucalyptus in early days failed to state just 
what epecies were planted. 
With his own hand the venerable Bishop indicates at 
least a part that he had in the introduction and propagation 
of the eucalyptus tree on the Pacific Coast, as well as 
world evangelistic movements. 
l£y special work for edifying and energizing the hosts of 
God's elect,in .olimes remote, and for the birth and develop­
ment of churches in purely mission fields, is the work of 
God, and it abides and spreads out like an Asiatic Banyan, or 
like the Eucalyptus forests of California. I sent the seed 
from Australia to my wife in 1863. Her seed sowing made 
such a marvelous growth that a horticultural neighbor of ours 
wrote me to send him a pound of seed — the smallest of all 
seeds and the nurseries thus seeded, dotted the whole country 
with great forests of evergreen, the most prominent land­
marks of the Pacific Coast. 'But you did not cultivate them 
with your own hands'. No. I can't do the work of a million 
men, but such seed sown in good soil makes such a showing 
as will arrest the attention, excite the interest, enlist 
cooperative agency and furnish work for millions of workers 
through the roll of the ages till our Lord shall come. 'And 
you furnished the seed and started the movement'T Yes, in 
the variety of fields, methods of work and skillful render­
ing of the word of God, as illustrated in this life story. 
'Well, if you had not put in the seed which set all this 
work Into vital activity, other persons of greater renoun 
might have.done it'. All I have to say is that they didnft, 
and I did. 
1 Taylor, William, Story Of Uy Life. Dedication Page, August 
13, 1895. 
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The least that we may conclude is that William Taylor 
did send quantities of eucalyptus seed from Australia to 
California from 18S3 to 1866 and that these seeds produced 
vast numbers of beautiful trees that have proven a blessing 
in many sections. Second, that though there are reliable 
evidences that there were eucalyptus trees growing in Calif­
ornia prior to 1863, there were none here as early as the 
arrival of William Taylor in 1849, Third, that it Is en­
tirely probable that Eucalyptus globulus, or blue gura as 
planted by his sons in Alameda, and estimated to be at least 
sixty-eight years old, was the first of that particular 
species to be Introduced in California, or on the Paoiflc 
Coast. All may not fully concede these deductions, but: will 
readily admit the full measure of credit that is due this 
maker of forests as well as builder of institutions that en­
dure. Any additional light will be most welcome by friends 
and critics of one whose efforts were ever on the side of 
truth and justice. 
As we draw to the closing days of William Taylor in the 
Southern World, there is much that captivates the deeper im­
pulses of the heart, lielbourn and Sydney the great metro­
politan centers had been reached and stirred, as had the min­
ing and agricultural centers. His opening statement, "All 
my evangelistic labors are given gratuitously. By means of 
the press I pay »y own traveling expenses, support my fami­
ly, and turn over the surplus profits to liquidate debts in­
volved by fire and flood in California", was remembered and 
rewarded in liberal patronage. He had hoped through his 
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savings to have his family joining him in Sydney, and from 
there, accompany him by way of India where he planned a diort 
service for the English speaking population, the practice of 
speaking through an interpreter never having been even thought 
of in his public work. This hope of the companionship of his 
family had bben quite abandoned by him, However, his wife 
decided to make the voyage to Sydney, but had no means of 
communicating the good news, but took Immediate passage on a 
sailing wheat vessel, on a slow perilous trip. The mother 
and three children, Morgan Stewart, Ross and Edward K. reached 
Sydney in good health and spirits, cheering his heart by the 
message of their unexpected arrival, while he was far to the 
South. He commented two years later: 
I had traveled east, and they west, and having compassed the 
globe, we were now, by the mercy of God, on the eve of a 
meeting in those ends of the earth. That was one of the few 
nights of my life that sleep departed from my eyes. Sur­
prise, and joy, and gratitude to God. combined, so filled ipy 
heart that sleep was sought in vain.1 
"Weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the 
morning," 2 was then directly reversed for William Taylor 
within a few days after the good news of his family's arrival 
in Sydney. While he was endeavoring to conclude his evangel­
istic mission a thousand miles to the South, a telegram 
reached him saying that his first-born, Stuart had contracted 
fever and that he was not expected to survive, and that a 
hasty trip was his only hope of seeing him alive. Since there 
was no steamer until the following week, the mingled feeling 
1 Paul, John, The Soul Digger. 116. 
2 Psalms 30:5. 
of anxiety and sympathy must have been exceedingly trying. 
However, his sure retreat in prayer proved his stay, and to­
gether with medical care, after three months watching and 
waiting, the lad of eighteen was restored. During this anx­
ious waiting from November 1865 to the following February, 
the devoted father made supremely happy in blessed family re­
union, carried on his evangelistic campaign among the miners 
to the south, with such marked results that it was determined 
he should return at an early date?" 
1 Davies, Rev. E., The Life of William Taylor. 
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CHAPTER 7 
HIS FIRST SOUTH AFRICAN EVANGELISTIC TOUR 
Upon the advice of a physician it was decided that for 
the health of Stuart, who had lingered near the gates of 
death for weeks, a change of climate would "be necessary, 
South Africa being suggested. Accordingly the family took 
passage to the Cape of Good Hope; where the salubrious wint­
er climate of Cape Colony offered a marked change from the 
extreme heat in which William Taylor had so recently labored. 
Amid these new scenes the door seemed to open for an entire­
ly new line of evangelism. For it had always been his plan 
to preach to the English speaking populations and with this 
in view, he had long planned on a visit to the West Indies 
and to the continent of India. But providentially he seemed 
directed elsewhere. Now the time seemed opportune for an ex­
periment that proved much beyond his most optimistic hopes. 
Like in other fields to which he was called, he found eager 
friends, and others whose interest had been awakened by re­
ports from abroad, and, as in other fields, "the half ahd not 
been told." 
The inauguration of his campaign in South Africa was 
under very different circumstances from those elsewhere. The 
Conclusion of his Australian evangelistic triumph found him 
frequently admitting that he was tired. This may have been 
due to other causes than the extreme pressure under which he 
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labored* with little opportunity for relaxation, never to 
mention a complete rest. The deep concern for his sick son, 
followed by a forty day voyage In southern waters added to 
his weariness, leaving him in an unfavorable mood for his 
first week's mission in Burg Street, Wesleyan Chapel, Cape 
Town, He had expected more than the score of conversions 
that resulted, but no one else possessed even that degree of 
faith, and the congregation showed little sign® of increase. 
This rather settled community, whose history dated back to 
1653, manifested little concern when the steamer St. Vincent, 
bearing this noted evangelist, entered port, on Friday, March 
30, 1866. After expending about one thousand dollars for 
passage, the family took quarters in the Park Hotel at twelve 
dollars per day, and a week later located in a private home. 
Their stay here was planned "beyond the customary few 
weeks, awaiting the happy arrival of a most welcome son, Henry 
Reed, whom the proud father playfully called African us, the 
latter part of August 1866. During these months William 
Taylor responded to an increasing number of calls for evangel­
istic campaigns on the coast and nearby communities. It be­
came increasingly evident that the seed-sowing of other days 
was now producing a harvest in the active participation of 
those who had heard him elsewhere and longed for his coopera­
tion in the scattered fields where English speaking people had 
located. Erequently these were of other religious denomina­
tions, some having been led into sympathetic relations through 
hi8 extensive writings now in the market places of the world. 
One of these influential workers was Andrew-Murray, a 
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promising son of the senior Murray of the Dutch Reformed 
Church, whom Rev. Taylor notdd as a "liberal and thoroughly 
evangelical man"l. 
The anniversary of the Wesleyan Sunday School in Cape 
Town afforded him an opportunity of sneaking upon one of his 
favorite themes, "The Gospel doctrine of having all the 
children converted and trained for God." Many from a dis­
tance heard him deliver his fervent message and determined to 
seek other occasions. From information gained in Australia, 
it was thought that six months could be profitably employed 
in the neighborhood of Cape Town, but upon closer inspection, 
he decided that three months would be ample. Much of the 
population being black, and Dutch being the dominant language, 
offered a barrier not readily overcome. However, on the clos­
ing night of his services in Cape Town, Rev. William Impey 
the challenging leader of the Graham's Town District, who was 
on his way to England, offered a wide open door to William 
Taylor, with hearty welcome awaiting him everywhere he might 
go. This cordial invitation was readily embraced. April 21, 
1866 found him in the discouraging field of Port Elizabeth, 
where amid great adversity he began with his old time vigor 
a proclamation of the Gospel. His first objective was to in­
vigorate the disheartened minister, John Richards, who intro­
duced him as "Rev. Mr. Taylor, a stranger who has been preach­
ing recently in Cape Town, will preach for us tomorrow". Had 
any other reference than his nine days preaching in Cape Town 
1 Paul, John, The Soul Digger, 121. 
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"been employed, there might have been a more enthusiastic re­
sponse on the rart of not only the church, but the entire 
community. Had he been presented as California Taylor, or 
the man who moved Australia with a three year's awakening 
revival, a much different reception would have been accorded, 
and results more quickly achieved. It was not long till it 
was definitely understood who the "stranger" was, for many who 
knew of his work had not learned of his arrival in Africa. 
The Kaffirs of Cape Colony numbered nearly one hundred thou­
sand, of a very high class, dark mahogany race of superior 
physical build, capable of great endurance, making over 
forty miles a night carrying mail.1 Though reared among the 
negroes in his native land, this was the first direct contact 
he had in working among them, and soon found it advisable to 
seek means of interpretation. In this unique experience he 
discovered there were certain mediums upon whom he could rely 
not only for the language, but also for the spirit he desired 
to impart. Scarcely could a seminary or school of prophets 
have given to Charles Pamla, Taylor's main interpreter; the 
training he got by Taylor's private lessons in psychology 
and logic, which our pioneer thought should be made primary 
subjects for the adult mind, and by having Taylor put through 
him those sermons which before his own amazed eyes resulted 
in the conversion of scores and, in a few instances, hundreds 
of souls. Writing to Taylor during the campaign, Rev. Robert 
Lamplough, a foremost authority in the leadership of work 
1 Davies, Rev. E., The Life of William Taylor, 28. 
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among heathen, said:• 
"Charles Pamla, had, after leaving Taylor, been the means of 
the conversion of about three hundred souls In six weeks. 
'It seems to me' that God is plainly showing the church that 
this is the Instrumentality that he Intends to employ In con­
verting this continent." 
And William Taylor remarked: . • , 
"God might show to the old missionary, and to the Pondo nation, 
in the person of Charles Pamla, what kind of agents he de­
signs to employ in the evangelization of the tribes of Africa, 
a thing that none of them beleived before, or could doubt 
afterwards. I was glad to step aside and yield the palm to 
my sable brother.-! 
Seeing the marvelous success of speaking through an inter­
preter, he wished to remain long enough to lead many conse­
crated workers into the heart of Africa. His desire was ful­
filled in finding an Ellsha on whom his mantle fell. It was 
not from the natives that his progress was retarded, but by 
the conservative Dutch whose resistance he overcame by the 
impact of the forward movement. The natives, painted with red 
ochre; and dressed in blankets or leather skirts were in con­
trast to the European costumes, but all blended in a spirit 
of reverence and emotion that spoke of a higher power. Mov­
ing on from place to place by the space of a few weeks at 
most, multitudes were reached, and many converted to the 
Christian faith and works. Some of the natives became very 
skillful in conducting intelligently the regular and special 
evangelistic services, and frequently the European ministers, 
under the impact of the revival attending Rev. Taylor's visit, 
would delegate certain phases to workers in training. These 
volunteers proved most trustworthy and seriously attempted to 
1 Paul, John, The Soul Digger, 127. 
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carry out a unified plan in which the leadership of the chief 
evangelist was carefully regarded. Rev* Charles Pamla was 
among the first natives to be received into the Christian 
ministry. He is described by Rev. Taylor: 
He is about six feet high, muscular, well proportioned, but 
lean, quite black, with a fine display of ivory, good cranio-
logical development, regular features, very pleasant ex­
pression, logical cast of mind, sonorous powerful voice. He 
is the man whom God appointed, through the instrumentality 
of Brother Lamplough, to open for me an effectual door of 
utterance to the heathen.* 
An extract from a personal letter written to Rev. William 
Shaw on June 1, 1866, revels more of his inner life. 
"Since I came to Ann Shaw, by reading Wesley's Sermons, I was 
convinced to seek after entire sanctification, and since last 
District-Meeting I have been praying for it, and trusting to 
obtain the blessing promised to those who come to Christ by 
faith. About a month ago, one morning very early, I went to 
pray for the same thing, entire sanctification; and while I 
was praying and trusting in the blood of Christ, I felt a 
small voice speaking through my soul, saying, 'It is done, re­
ceive the blessing. The first thing I felt was ease from 
the different kinds of thoughts, ease from the world, and 
from the cares of the flesh. I felt the Spirit filling my 
soul, 'For me to live is Christ'. And I gave up my body, 
soul, thoughts, words, time, property, children, and every- / 
thing that belongs to me, to the Lord, to do as He pleases."2 
It was under this humble, intelligent student of Ann 
Shaw, a Wesleyan Mission established forty years previously, 
that William Taylor learned that he spoke "High English", 
which was less understood by the natives, and which Rev. 
Pamla found difficulty in translating, and especially the 
idioms, which he hereafter refrained from using in preaching 
to natives. But in turn he greatly aided his interpreters 
by raising their~.etAndard of thinking hnd of exprefesldn'i In 
1 Paul, John, 0£. Cit., 133. 
2 Wesleyan Missionary Notice 1866. 
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the realm of music and poetry there was a like difficulty, 
requiring more time for penetration, but soon the more ' 
familiar hymns, by reason of their use in most countries 
where the evangelistic agencies were employed, became very 
popular, the evangelist excelling in solos that carried a 
sermon many times even to the passerby. With an estimated 
million Inhabitants speaking the Kaffir language, it was es­
pecially fitting that many workers be sent out with train­
ing in song as well as preaching. Journeying a hundred and 
fifty miles by private conveyance to Cradock, he utilized 
English, Dutch and Kaffir, with an ingathering of three hun­
dred, notwithstanding serious prejudice against the natives 
because of allegded treacheried. While the Mission stations 
afforded a better ground of security, because of the benevol 
ent work they conducted, there were frequent attacks even on 
these. During the more flourishing days of the slave trade, 
there were numerous instances of retaliation on the mission 
stations as well as on private property. How deliverance 
was effected seems miraculous. Monrovia mission on Cape 
Mesurado, purchased at an early date by Captain Stockton of 
the United States Navy, was among these. Elijah Johnson, a 
Methodist preacher who was the father of an accomplished 
President of Liberia, was among the heroic defenders of this 
first American colony on the Cape.* On March 7, 1840, after 
the Hedding Mission was well established, with George S. 
Brown, sent out by the Methodist Episcopal Church, in charge, 
* Taylor, William, The Flaming Torch in Darkest Africa. 513. 
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an early morning attack was made by the natives under their 
war—like leader, the new King of Boporo, who was the terror 
of all the natives. He had freely boasted that he would 
have Brown for breakfast, but he lived to give the following 
graphic account. 
About four o'clock an old native woman came running in from 
the forest crying, '^far in the path: War in the path. 
King Thon, who lived about a half mile from the mission, 
turned out with a dozen men for the defense just as the en­
emy appeared. They paid no attention to hail, but rushed on 
toward the house where the missionaries were still in bed. 
The defense consisted of two Americans, the missionaries, 
two native men, and a few hoys and one hundred rounds of 
cartridges for the muskets. The women and twenty six mission 
children were on the floor of an upper room, and the mission­
ary loaded the guns while the boys passed them to the men who 
were firing on the approaching savages, who were riddling the 
house with bullets. When the native, shooting from the uprer 
windows fell wounded, Brown took his positiontand kept up a 
rapid fire. The enemy halted at a little nicked fence that 
surrounded the house, hut the old war chief, Gotarah, like a 
mammoth leopard dashed to the front with a shout, his warriors 
followed him to within two rods of the open door, where two 
men continued their defensive fire. King Thon had kept up an 
attack on the flank of the enemy, but now all seemed lost. 
Brown says, 'twas an awful moment', I stood at the window and 
saw in the rush, as I fired, men hewing down each other as if 
a third party was in the field. Their screams were teriffic. 
Our amunltion was nearly all gone; Gotarah attempted to rush 
through the door, and fell lifeless. Some of his bodyguard 
slipped their slave ropes around his neck and hurried away 
with him« After the repulsed savages were permitted to carry 
away their many dead, but they had more than they could 
manage, six big fellows, measuring six feet four inches were 
left behind. For twelve miles they left a track of blood 
through the forest from the open veins of the wounded. The 
confusion in their ranks that led to their defeat was ex­
plained. flfhen the Christian native fell at the upper window 
Missionary Brown, with the remaining supply of gunpowder and 
some buck-shot, ran to take his place. The approaching sav­
ages could not see the two men who were firing from the open 
coorway; Brown's scattering of buckshot was doing dreadful 
execution at such short range, and as he had been awakened 
from sleep by the early morning attack, as he stood in the 
open window in his white night robe, the warriors thought it 
was a woman; and their heathen superstition attributing the 
havoc among them to witchcraft, in their flight and despera 
tion they fell upon one anotherwith a dreadful slaughter. 
These incidents illustrate the perils to the Church and 
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State on the Siberian coast fifty years ago (written In 1698) 
and the altered and peaceful conditions under which I onened 
twenty mission stations among as many heathen nations on the 
same coast.1 
We find similar conditions prevailing in most other 
sections of the vast continent of Africa during their re­
spective development. It required mueh patient toil on the 
part of the missionaries and other benevolent groups to con­
vince these primitive peoples that theirs was a peacefull 
goodwill service to all tribes and classes alike. Some of 
the tribes were instilled with this spirit more readily than 
others and became the defenders of the missionaries, if not 
the faith they proclaimed. In promoting this wholesome re­
lationship, William Taylor was a mighty influence, not only 
by reason of his commanding personality, but because of the 
spiritual glow of his sacrificial life that inspired native 
as well as missionary workers and their white congregations. 
These lived and published a finer type of Christian living 
after vital contact with and the reading of this man of God, 
to whom the natives gave, the name, "Flaming Torch".2 This 
highly imaginative term proved the most effective means of 
announcing his visits to interior settlements with their 
attendant limited means of communication. It became the im­
pressive symbol used generally for the gospel message in its 
varied forms, but especially as regards missionaries actuated 
by its fervor. Many workers of long service in remote cor­
ners, as well as the coast towns, testified to the renewed 
1 Taylor, William, The Flaming Torch in Darkest Africa, 514, 
ff. 
2 Paul, John, The Soul Digger, 279. 
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vigor experienced as a result of William Taylor's evangel­
istic campaigns. 
While there had heen many earnest,  efficient Wesleyan 
missionaries agressively wording In much of the territory 
traversed by William Taylor and his party, for as long as a 
half century, there were many virgin sections where the gos­
pel had never been heard. Disorder and war among the tribes 
afforded Rev. Taylor a coveted opportunity for diplomatic 
negotiations that only a statesman could adequately utilize, 
but he was ecual to every emergency and made valuable con— 
ouest for the kingdom he proclaimed. For every situation 
he offered a unique method of advertising his mission, and on 
this exploration on horseback, the company would invite all  
the people of the kraal to hear a song of the country above, 
and then ride on, leaving Rev. pamla, the Kaffir interpreter 
behind, to announce that the new "emfundi3l from over seas" 
would preach at noon. This resulted in vast crowds gather­
ing to hear about "the Unknown God" and "The Eden Above", in­
troduced by William Taylor, and popularized in Australasia, 
"We are bound for the land of the pure and the holy, 
The home of the happy, the kingdom of love, 
Ye wanderers from God in the broad road of folly, 
0 say, will you go to the Eden above 
It  was also on this tour, at Clarksbury that Rev. Taylor re­
ceived his African name, Isi-ken-isi-Vutayo* "the firebrand," 
l i terally rendered, "the burning stick," used by the natives 
* Paul, John, OP.  C i t . ,  147. 
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in burning the countryside, in preparation for the green 
pastures. The originality of his methods that exoited the 
imagination and moved the heart, provoked considerable criti­
cism of this world evangelist in some quarters, though it 
was ever his practice to employ means suggested by experi­
enced missionaries, when these were found to be practical. 
The observation of the Methodist historian John F. Hurst, 
later Bishop, comparing his fellow editors, who attacked 
Taylor, to "a bunch of sparrows pecking at an eagle*1 which 
seemed very apt in the face of so successful a ministry to 
which no unwholesome spirit~coiild ever*-be attached. 
He was deeply interested in the psychology of the na­
tives, as he was in the grandure of their country, from each 
of which he derived no email inspiration for the furthering of 
the Christian message. His dependence on organization proved 
a worthy ally in continuing and Intensifying his ministry. 
All property acquired in these mission fields under his super­
vision, was in the name of William Taylor, who like John 
Wesley in the instituting of the Committee of one hundred, 
later deeded all over to the Methodist Episcopal Church, from 
which he early derived his ordination. Continuing his mes­
sage and his triumph, he finally, on September 7, 1866 reached 
Peitermaritzburg, the capital of Natal., later made famous by 
Mr. Gandhi's •Satyagraha" as a protest to the British op­
pression in 1896.^ Known as An intellectual center and of 
* Paul, John, On. Clt., 148. 
2 Mahatma Gandhi, His Own Story, 213 ff. 
Episcopal Church prestige, it  oresented to William Taylor an 
opportunity of revealing his Intellectual attainments, en­
forced by the simplicity of his message that won many noted 
leaders, Including Mr. Pincet, regarded as the best lawyer 
In South Africa. Law terms such as he used on his "Sabbath*s 
Day's Journey" In San Francisco, led this legal light to 
accept Christ as his Advocate with the Father. Showing the 
earnest desire of this new convert, he said to Taylor: 
"So much of my life has been wasted that for the rest of it 
I wish my time, talents, and testimony all to be used In any 
way that will promote the glory of God and the salvation of 
sinners, and you are at liberty to make any use of my name 
as you like for such purposes."* 
Another noted figure in Natal, Mr. Cato, a large agricultura­
list and consul for several countries including the United 
States, and a liberal philanthronist, upon receiving a photo­
graph of Rev. and Mrs. Taylor in January 1867, wrote the 
evangelist a most cordial letter in which he said, "Some of 
us in this country reckon time by epochs", illustrating by 
the periods of Natal history; The invasion of the Zulus, The 
arrival of the Dutch Boers; The Zulu War; The first occupa­
tion by British troops; The first and second floods of the 
Umgani River; The arrival of Bishop Colenso, 'one of the most 
extraordinary men I ever knew, and beyond ray poor comprehen­
sion' , arrival and departure of William Taylor', which meant 
' the coming and going of not the least of my remarkable days'. 
1  Paul, John, The Soul Digger, 157. 
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CHAPTER VI 
HE BRIEFLY VISITS EUROPE, 
SOUTH AMERICA AND AUSTRALIA 
After 81x months devious touring of South Africa, dur­
ing which a multitude had embraced the Christian faith, and 
many communities uplifted by the evangelist and his inter­
preters, William Taylor returned to Cape Town with the 
avowed purpose of a voyage to England, in the hopes of a re­
vival in the metropolis. After a brief time on the Island 
of St. Helena, where they meditated at the empty tomb of 
Napolean Bonaparte, whose remains had been recently removed 
to Pari8, the family arrived in London December 1866, Eng­
land claiming him as a sojourner for about three years there­
after. Hie labors for the following two winters were spent 
in the western tropics, opening missions in British Guiana, 
the island of Barbaboes in South America, and the West Indies 
where marked success attended his aggressive camnalgn, his 
family having returned to California, except his eldest son 
Stuart, who remained for study at Lausanne, where the father 
was called by his illness in 1868. On his journey from 
South America to Switzerland, his ready t>en and warm heart 
produced the popular volume, "Election Of Grace," revealing 
his penetrating thought on metaphysical and theological 
problems, in which he generously subscribes to the contention 
of Richard Watson on Election. 
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The Armenian school of theologians have divorced the dogma 
of fore-knowledge from that of Calvlnian 'election and 
reprobation.' 'The omniscience of God comprehends Kis 
certain prescience of all events, however contingent.' The 
gist of his argument is, that 'though an uncertain action 
cannot be foreseen as a certain, a free, unnecessltated 
action may; for there is nothing in the knowledge of the 
action in the least to affect its nature. Slmole knowledge 
is in no sense a cause for action, nor can it be conceived 
to be the causal and unconnected with exerted power* for 
mere knowledge therefore^ an action remains free ornecessi-
tated, as the case may be. A necessitated action is not 
made a voluntary one by ltd being foreknown; a free action 
is not made a necessary one. Free actions foreknown will 
not, therefore, cease to be contingent. But how stands the 
case as to their certainty? Precisely on the same ground. 
The certainty of a certain action foreknown, does not result 
from the knowledge of the action, but from the operation of 
the necessitating cause, and in like manner the certainty of 
a free action does not result from the knowledge of it, 
which is no cause at all, but from the voluntary cause, that 
is the determination of the will.1 
In like manner other phases of the Christian faith are liber­
ally expounded, not for argument sake, but for the abiding 
conviction that "the entrance of thy words giveth light. '' 
By this and many other writings a more stable Christian be­
lief and righteous living were produced throughout the 
world. 
Finding Stuart convalescing from another attack of the 
Australian fever, he took a short vacation amid the grand­
eur© of Switzerland, before leaving for the British Isles. 
He renewed his evangelistic work in cities adjacent to the 
health resort of Great Malvern, and later in Scotland where 
they both vacationed until the late fall of 1368, then 
Stuart returned to California, and his father to the West 
Indies, where more than five thousand new members were added 
to the Wesleyan Church as a reward for his labors. Completing 
* Taylor, William, Election of Grace. 130. 
his campaign in Jamaica, hie plan was to fulfil a return 
engagement in Australia, in Hay 1869, hut with the suspen­
sion of the steamship service from Panama, he was obliged to 
go by way of England, fchd Mediterranean and the Suez Canal, 
adding ten thousand miles to his voyage and relieving him of 
five hundred additional dollars. Even this was regarded by 
him as providential, affording him a mission to Ceylon for 
three months with gratifying results. He then continued to 
Australia for his second fruitful campaign of fourteen 
months * The ministers there reported an increase of twenty 
thousand in membership during seven years. 
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CHAPTER VII 
HE LAUNCHES THE LARGEST 
MISSIONARY EXPEDITION ON RECORD 
- 1 . 
The entrance of William Taylor in to India, November 
20, 1870, was the signal for a new method of evangelism, as 
well as a new policy on the part of the Missionary Board of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, by which the English speak­
ing and the native population were to operate separately. 
Into this plan Taylor found difficulty in exercising his full 
energies. Then as to type of service there were many changes 
from those employed or sanctioned by him elsewhere. This 
was so noticeable to Bishop James M. Thoburn, who acted as 
interpreter that he remarked in his volume thirteen years 
later: -
*We waited his coming with eager expectation, and spread his 
fame among the people far and wide. He had wonderfully 
changed since last I saw him, both in manner and appearance. 
He was now a veritable patriarch, with erect and imposing 
mien, long white beard, a piercing but kindly eye, and a re­
serve which often impressed strangers more powerfully than 
any words could have done. His pulpit style had completely 
changed, so much so, indeed, that there was absolutely 
nothing about him which reminded me of the William Taylor 
whom I had known a dozen years before."1 
In the main, the services were more puietly conducted, es­
pecially the altar service, which was really to his liking. 
Being under a Missionary Board, he felt the cramp of author­
ity on the part of those supposed to be best informed 
Paul, John, The Soul Digger. 178. 
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regarding methods In a land In which some had long labored, 
fe was biding the time when his generalship could be exer-
olsed without seeming to be at variance with the established 
order. In hie reflective moments we catch some of his inner 
feelings, as he writes: 
If I had time to daily dispute with these peoole, and pur­
sue fully Saint Paul's methods - having the same gospel, the 
same Jesus, the same Holy Spirit, — I am sure we would see 
corresponding results. 
Again he writes: 
"I aee more clearly that it id too late for me to begin to 
aake plans for the Lord by which to work, when God has long 
ago made plans for me. It is not mine to ask him to en­
dorse ray plans and go with me, but by all available means, 
to discern his plans and go with him. "3 
Appreciating the organized Christian Church at home and 
abroady and especially the Methodist bodies, through which he 
generally attempted to work, and his greatest success : 
achieved; he always sought an avenue of freedom for the ex­
penditure of his abounding energies. He literally practiced 
being "led of the Spirit", regardless of exterior influenced, 
even his devoted. friends who did not always see eye to eye 
with him, but whose warm hearts made counseling the more de­
sirable. No where did this seem more needed than in India 
there the cast system was dominant. With more latitude 
accorded him than was at first granted, William Taylor en­
gaged in the first stage of his work in the vicinity of 
Bombay and Lucknow, regarded as the special territory alloted 
to the Methodist Episcopal Church in its understanding with 
^ Paul, John, Op. Clt.; 189. 
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other missionary boards. When therefore, he received an 
invitation from Dr. Moffatt, of the Church of England; and' 
surgeon of the Fourteenth Regiment, whom he had met in 
England to visit him with a view to holding evangelistio 
service, he welcomed the opportunity, which some of the more 
conservative leaders oprosed on the grounds, that it was 
supposed to be beyond the Methodist Conference. The argu­
ment of these conservatives was that, should there be con­
verts, there were no visible means of supporting the work 
once the evangelist had withdrawn, which was strange reason­
ing to one who had moved other continents, and expected ro­
bust converts to rise to a state of independence. His re­
lease from the Conference, in which there was much planned 
for him to do, was granted on the assurance that the Confer­
ence would not be held responsible for the city of Cawnpore. 
He moved softly and prayerfully toward the yj*8 
first of a series of adventures which were f a 
claiming of all India for M e t h o d i s m ,  the founding^of ^ 
veritlble spiritual empire. It should be sal , urn'had 
a fair record of history, that the Dr Moffatt, 
already been in that city and P o a c h e d ,  meeting Dr. JMiraxt, 
who invoked his good offices to induce Taylor 
The work in this.new™center took the form of home prayer 
meetings, with Rev. Taylor preaching during the day in the 
bazaars, to several hundred heathen and Mohammedans, effect­
ing the establishment within three weeks of two small church-
es with more than a score of sturdy converts, organised for 
self support, with enough subscribed to care for their pas­
toral oversight, and the assurance of Dr. Voffatt's 
1 Paul, John, On. Clt., 184. 
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encouragement. Later the Conference, appreciating the 
possibilities, appointed a pastor and Cawnpore became what 
Taylor was happy to style "the first self supporting mission 
in the Conference". * 
Amid great rejoicing the India Mission Conference met 
at Lucknow January 13, 1871, with Cawnpore keot In the lime­
light by the opposing groups, and William Taylor melting 
many hearts the night he preached. One of the awakened 
souls was the talented George Bailey who rendered him in­
valuable services on many occasions as<interpreter. He was 
a Frenchman with the rank of ensign in the British army, 
having as a lad of sixteen distinguished himself in the selge 
of Lucknow some fifteen years earlier. From then on it was 
Taylor*s delight to travel extensively in the name of the 
Conference, meeting the "distilled idealism" of India's 
sages, so unlike his "rugged realism", by which they mutually 
benefited. 
Unlike some gentle, diplomatic missionaries from the west, 
who became a part of the warp and the woof of India's soul, 
William Taylor had his own soul. He was regarded more as a 
nan from another world, a passing rrophet, who ;set the gates 
of salvation ajar and went his way^ No Indian had cause to 
suspect that Taylor held a brief for Western civilization, 
"that he was a vender of some political doctrine, or that he 
was a champion of a Christianity cult.2 
The world today is impressed with the efficiency of a pro­
gram that put8 Christ first, in the Orient with a simplicity 
"that is severe and a discrimination that ie utterly frank. 
X 
Paul, John, The Soul Digger. 185 ff. 
2 Ibid, 187. 
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The student of William Taylor will find that the more re­
cent emphasis at this point is no new thing. It was ex­
actly his policy during his four active years in India. It 
was one explanation for his success4in India and everywhere 
else. 
A notable work at Barellly resulted in the establish­
ment of an English speaking Church that had its inception in 
early morning cottage prayer services, one of which was held 
in the home of Justice Walker who became a staunch Christian 
as a result of these gathering. In this North India Mission, 
William Taylor noted with praise, the wonderful accomplish­
ments of his comrades of the Cross, during the previous de 
cade when hospitals, orphanages, schools and other Christian 
enterprises arose, in answer to the crying need his own heart 
longed to meet. Many of the native workers in these institu­
tions were brought from a nominal to a vital spiritual ex­
perience. 
At Delhi where gev^Jamed Smith "who in Australia laid up 
Taylor• s heart, the burden of India, was here In charge of the 
Baptist Mission that enjoyed a gracious refreshing, and a 
wonderful later harvest following the hot season. From there 
fifteen hundred miles to Bombay in the south, where he 
preached to the Conference of missionaries held from October 
36 to November 8, 1871. His direct type of preaching produced 
results unheard of, in those parts as elsewhere. This form 
.as essentially developed during his California camoalgn, when 
no other method would have been convincing to the passing 
multitudes he reached on the streets of San Francisco and in 
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the mining camps. With his family prayer circles of which 
he held as many as fourteen In one morning, augmented by the 
out door meetings he built firmly that extensive system of 
self supporting missions that astounded the world during the 
latter part of the nineteenth century* On December ®, 1871, 
he wrote: 
"It dawns upon my mind that God will lead me to organise 
many fellowship bands In the houses of the people, who will 
be saved In my meetings. We cannot have an organized wit­
nessing, working church without them. I have no rlan, end do 
not Intend to have any, except to discern and follow at 
hazard the Lord's plan, as he may be pleased to reveal it. 
In answer to the question propounded from many ouartere, 
"'What rtlll you do to provide for the pastoral care of these 
converts?he answered, 
"We have been advising our converts to tRiit°piators 
churches they had been most in®1J^e?h2ira^hu?ches are not thi 
who will not allow me to preach *n **elY Seen 
men to nourish and lead to usefuIne® » mnifest that I "met 
saved at my meetings. ^^glt ha8 not been clear a« to 
in some way provide for them, but It should take the 
whether or not, It Is the will of God, tna. i » 
responsibility of organizing a church. Ib «y^ x MTe 
saved in the Methodist Episcopal C "*a 0uarter of a cen-
been an ordained minister for ra eQ ^ree fr0!E the fear of 
tury, and yet I have for y®®*. that if I had anywhere in 
man and from sectional Pf®^*1®® f0und a Church holding 
my world-wide evangelistic tours ^^/^eleive and effector, 
purer doctrines, employing metho i eavlng work more In 
and manifesting a loving b ^ the example of the 
harmony with the mind of Cbr:1st odi8t church at "nce 
apostles, I should have left the kern Qhurch on the earth, 
and Joined it; But I have *£und church of my early 
and hence expect to live and 
choice." 
After mature Judgment be therefore organised hie conve. 
to churches attached to the Methodist Rpleeooal Church, 
Paul, John, The Soul 21SS22.' 197 ff" 
Davles, Rev. E., The Life of filUS ISllS* 
nft ff. 
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maintained the closest fellowship with this denomination 
throughout the world, feeling like John Wesley it's founder 
and organizer of similar devoted bands, "The World Is My 
Parish". 
From that stage in his evangelizing ministry, a new and 
wonderful era evolved in which the Methodist Episcopal Ohurch 
recognizing the distinguished service William Taylor had 
rendered to Christ and the Church ordained him a Bishop to 
Africa at Philadelphia in May 1884. At that time he, having 
previously taken a location from the South India Conference, 
by reason of his contemplated extensive travels abroad, was 
elected as a Lay delegate from that Conference. It was 
therefore, amid great rejoicing and unbounded enthusiasm that 
he was welcomed by the assembled delegates to this memorable 
Conference. From there he went to, what many regard, as his 
greatest service in point of achievement, by what he chose 
to term, the Pauline plan of self-supporting missions. 
To further such an undertaking he was careful not to 
antagonize any who considered his plan unwise. "Taylor wss 
often an attorney for his foreign clients, but was never an 
attorney to them; he was a minister and a witness." He em­
ployed the wisdom and philosophy of poets and sages in preach­
ing Jesus as Saviour. With this Spirit abounding in his own 
life, he constrained men from many walks in life to volunteer 
for Africa, where the social gospel found literal expression 
in every possible institution for human betterment. Improved 
agriculture,' education, medical care, domestic instruction, 
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all had their worthy place with that of the evangellstio 
emphasis heretofore given. There was no dearth of workers 
with their families who freely offered to accompany Bishop 
Taylor. With nearly one hundred accented and ample supplies 
provided by voluntary offering In America for one year's 
work abroad, the happy company embarked, and after an event­
ful voyage in different vessels, they reached their destina­
tion, with the death of some incident to the voyage, while 
others experienced severe sickness that necessitated their 
return to the home land. Under their matchless leader a 
valiant work was accomplished and heralded to the world by 
friendly messengers whose reports kept the home fires burn­
ing brightly. Of him Mr. Dwight L. Moody said to a London 
minister who desired a speaker for an important occasion, 
"He will do you a world of good." He could not only grace any 
gathering, but often proved himself worthy the ambassador 
that he ever was of the kingdom he faithfully "presented. 
The British government found in him a messenger 
and cooperative that no question was ever raised rewarding 
either his loyalty or of his beneficent work among her many 
dependencies. His presence was most welcome In diplomatic 
circles as well as among religious groups seeling light and 
all that was done In 
fellowship. He by no means sanctioned a 
the name of government or of religion, hut endeavored to Im­
prove hy the leaven of the Gospel and the grace of good -1 
that marled him a statesman of the first order. 
ganlzer -hose ability Is full recognized and -hose Influence 
lives on. 
Of 
To gain the majority sanction of the General Conference 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church in promoting self sustain­
ing missions abroad was not easily accomplished. In the 
epoch-malclng Conference of 1884 William Taylor made some 
notable achievements, though he at the time hAd serious op­
position. Even well meaning peoole withstood the inaugura­
tion and promotion of the plan, but must have been modified 
in their views under the challenging arguments of William 
Taylor and others who lent weight. He snoke to the Confer­
ence: 
Resolved I-That it is lawful and right to get people con­
verted to God, and to organize them into 
Methodist Episcopal Churches in foreign sentries, states? 
we have always been accustomed to do n the United Stat , 
and that such churches, under the °£f menter-
Bifope, ̂ filling the dlBOlpllnary^ondlUon^oft^f^ 
thePUethQdlst Episcopal Church, without being put uj£e£ *he 
work of found!ng missions among the poor In the same 
Countries. 
TT That the rule under whlclr-young ministers may be 
sent to foreign self-supporting iiei 
111 That the Bishops be uuthorleedto^rganUeJhe^eet 
Coast Conference of South America 
It advisable.1 
Speaking to the Resolution, William Taylor advanced eev-
eral arguments In favor of this new and startling plan upon 
which his election of Bishop of Africa later resulted. The 
value of a resident white Bishop In Africa, rather than an 
occasional visit of Bishops with general supervision. 
1 Oaneral Conference .Journal, May 1884. 
A vast population of two hundred million Africans, be­
sides West and South Africa with many Europeans and Ameri­
cans, dwelling amid unbounded resources, and seeking steam­
ship and mail service with the United States of America. 
With twenty—six thousand Methodists in that region, as 
compared to ten thousand in India, made Hfrica rather than 
India the logical residence of a Missionary Bishop, a policy 
that has become general throughout Methodism. 
Entering upon his tremendous task past the meridian of 
l ife, he bent every effort toward achieving for the kingdom 
of God, under conditions that he described upon his election 
of Bishop. 
"A sudden whirl of Providence has turned rae out a Missionary 
Bishop of Africa. The honor conferred is in proportion to 
the self-sacrifice and the peril  involved, and the stupendous 
work contemplated, with the immeasurable obstructions to be 
encountered in the prosecution of i t ." 
One catches the spirit  of the man and how he was regarded in 
his day of triumph, so unexpected in his elevation from that 
of a layman, elected as such by hie Conference in India, to 
the General Conference, which made him Bishop, using the 
following on the occasion of his Consecration to that office. 
V Sons-of Wesley come fro»p far,  
Veterans in the holy-war; 
Lands of ancient high renown, 
Empires of the setting sun. 
Varying shades from wide spread zones, 
Accents strange from many tongues; 
Heroes all ,  courageous, true, 
Gathered are for grand review. 
Angels of the Church are there, 
1  General Conference Journal. 1884. 
Bishops crowned with silver hair; 
Some are strong and full of cheer, 
Some with broken lance and spear, 
Some who long the army led, 
Now are numbered with the dead; 
Shining stars of earthly lands, 
Held in Christ's Almighty hands. 
Kingdom of Christ prevails, 
Climb the mountains, fills the vales; 
Voices da11 from many shores, 
Multiplied are opening doors. 
Joshuas new must lead the host, 
Jordans new must still be crossed; 
Bring your chosen to their olace, 
Pour on them annointing grace. 
Towering high among them all. 
One who8e soul is.living flame; 
Flame of zeal of living faith, -
Flame of love that conouers death. 
Angels flying o'er the earth, 
Telling of the Saviour's birth, 
Telling nations far and near, 
- Christ is risen, Christ is here. 
Next him stood on either side. 
Children of the far-off lands; 
Mingled blood within their veins, 
Europe's mountains, Asia s plains. 
Tinpd of Africa's heated strands, 
Joined with forests of Northern land 
Bringing offering there to be, 
Bound and laid on Africa. 
Son of Man to thee we pray, 
Bear in mind the awful day; 
When through Jew and Roman's scorn, 
Smiting hand and piercing thorn, 
Bloody sweat and bursting groan, 
Treading wine-press all alone; 
Fainting 'neath the accursed tree, 
Helper came from Africa. 
Son of God, to thee, we PW; 
Guard thy servant all his way, 
Bear him safely o'er the deep. 
Health and strength in vigor ke o. 
Open up the -pathless l^ds, . J_. 
Fire his heart and fill his hands, 
Long may he apostle be, 
Toiling for dark Africa. 
•Latest called of nations come, 
Greet the Western rising sun; 
Stretch."thy hands to God once more 
Beacons bln2e along the shore. 
Messengers frora distant lands, 
Water now the sterile sands; 
Many crowns the Christ array, 
And the crown of Africa. * 
It should be borne in mind that the General Conference 
that dlected Bishop Taylor, made no provision for his support 
or that of helpers directly through the Missionary Society of 
the Episcopal Fund. It is entirely unlikely that he would 
have accepted any salary from either of these sources. How­
ever, in his isolation for a period of at least four years, he 
would be deprived of the large income derived from his writ­
ings and other contacts with civilization throughout the 
world. Amid all of the disappointments incident to these 
vast undertakings, he put to a practical test, his Pauline 
plan of self-support with challenging results. Furthermore, 
he greatly expanded Ms activities from the earlier coast1 
settlement into Central Africa, where recent discovery had 
been made of serai-civilized tribes living in stone houses. 
1 Queal, W. G., Simon, the Cyrenian. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
It wan not alone as a foremost religious teacher and 
organizer that William Taylor impresses the student, but 
the attractive style in which he depicts the vast territory, 
He treats the scenery as he finds it, but in his Insight in­
to the ancient customs and movements of its people, displays 
a degree of research that is most commendable. He has neat­
ly woven into a complete story of a race,its emergence from 
"Darkest Africa", into a land of great oromise. His liter­
ary productions filled a deep longing for information on 
the new corners of the earth then coming to an intelligent 
understanding by travelers, adventurers, statesmen and 
missionaries. It was in the fields in which he labored that 
most valuable contributions were made. 
The following appraisement by Henry M. Stanley whose 
close association with Bishop Taylor and the continent of 
Africa add weight to the growing appeciation of this Christian 
statesman. This "Grand Old Man" of African mission work was 
indeed a flaming torch of light and truth many, many years 
ago, when first he began his self-sacrificing work among the 
native people, preaching with great clearness and eloquence, 
until he touched the hearts and awakened the souls which 
seemed dead to all but debauchery and savage instincts. 
At one of the great religious awakenings not less than 
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twelve hundred colonists were brought to a sense of their 
responsibilities to the Almighty under his ministry, end the 
grand work spread on and on, from kraal to kraal throughout 
the native territories, until It was known that over seven 
thousand of the native Africans had been converted. Well 
might the natives call him * •Ikikunlslvutayo* • (Flaming 
Torch). 
William Taylor was the God—chosen man for the work. He 
inspired his co-workers, not only by his words, but by the 
force of example. He taught the people how to mete their 
llwes happier by giving them object leeeone In many things. 
Hhen he founded the first Protestant missions In the terri­
tory of Angola, he discovered lerge dl.trlcts where the neo-
ple suffered from want of water. They had teen acousto 
to carry It long distances as their forefather, had done, 
but the practical BlBhop taught them how to dig welle, end 
thus he was known by the Ambundu for hundred, of mile. .. 
"The Well-digger"^ 
Like bearers of light the Christian missionaries, among 
-e«4(ai,ffli9 bv his indefatigable le-
whom William Taylor was conspicuo 
- -iiae through swamp and jungle, 
Dors, traveled thousands of miles tnr u* 
„.Ht within, to Shed forth the llrht 
impelled by the noble spirit wltbl httter. 
* A«„r,sir and heathenism hAd hitter 
of truth where the gloom of dlepalr and 
to prevailed. Tsrlous ml... 
For his long journeys, when he visited 
in Liberia, hw was called by the na 
l0ns under his charge In Mb. . tlrelee. 
•The Long- w a l k e r A n d  s o  h  w a s .  a d  .  ̂  ^  
Flaming Torch; end the Cavallas, the Vey 
Grebos, the Kroos, and their tribal neighbors would whisper 
from kraal to kraal, and tribe to tribe, that he was com­
ing — not Bishop Taylor, but "The Long-walker," "The Flam­
ing Torch" — to teach them the truths of Christianity. 
Both the explorer and the missionary have tramped many 
thousands of miles, braving countless dangers in the explora­
tion of Africa, and the results to that vast continent are 
immeasurably great* not only in the conversion and enlighten­
ment of the heathen races there, but in the unfloding to civ­
ilization of a newworld whose resources and beauties are well-
nigh beyond the most extravagent fancies of those unacquainted 
with the facts. 
If there is no duty more imperatively binding upon 
Christians than that of striving to give to the benighted peo­
ple of the world the light of the Gospel, there can be no ques­
tion that the author of this book has performed his duty man­
fully and well, and, although he is now bent with years and 
his voice grown weak, his brain is still full of burning 
thoughts, and his eye is eloquent as of yore; and I can again 
picture him standing beside Usquebaugh, the interpreter, sur­
rounded by hundreds of the poor savages, as he whispers the 
words of truth to be translated and given forth to the will­
ing ears of his congregation. 
To all those interested in the development of Africa, and 
the elevation of its people, I commend this latest book by 
the veteran Bishop, for the variety and fullness of informa­
tion it contains, and the large hope it gives, that persever­
ing Christian Labor is not in vain, even in darkest 
i »o 
Africa.1 
With our attention once more focused on that war-torn 
section of Ethiopia, where modern implements are being used 
on so large a scale by a so-called enlightened Christian 
nation, one»s attention is arrested by the contrast mani­
fested in "The Flaming Torch", with peace and goodwill, and 
the modern warrior administering wholesale death. Only 
when the final chapter has been written will it be clearly 
understood the extent of the imperishable contribution of 
this Christian statesman whose wise organization built well 
for his day and for the oncoming generations. 
In practically every land are found those who perpetuate 
his example in sweet-spirited, noble, sacrificial loyalty to 
the Vaster Christ to Whom this world citizen early dedicated 
his life. He demonstrated that in the youth of all lands 
there are undreamed-of possibilities that challenge the most 
skeptical. "There are no heathen children" has been abun­
dantly demonstrated throughout the mission schools of which 
"The Little Hampton of Angola", furnishes a living testimony, 
not only by material achievement, but in the refined develop-
2 ment of Christian culture and robust character. 
In accepting the suggestion of the General Conference 
that elected him in 1884, '"Turn Taylor loose in Africa," he 
moved far beyond his original mission fields in Liberia, 
1 Introduction to William Taylor's "The Flaming Torch In 
Darkest Africa" Henry M. Stinley. 
2 William Taylor Memorial School,3 ff. 
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malting the Congo a "river of salvation that refreshed multi­
tudes in the deep recesses of Africa. In no small degree 
these chains of mission stations retarded the Moslem hordes 
seeking to turn pagan Africa to the faith of Islam, with its 
forty million Mohamedans endeavoring to conquer eighty mil­
lion pagan blacks. Looking toward a successful continuance 
of this strategy of William Taylor, Bishop Joseph C. Hart-
zell his worthy successor landed at St. Paul Be Loanda with 
a group of forty missionaries whose effective work still 
progresses. 
In the selection of one individual from Darkest Africa 
as a shining example Of the fruition of Bishop Taylor's 
faith in not only the black race, but all peoples when placed 
early under wholesome Christian influences, we do so by 
reason of our personal acquaintance with the one described as 
follows. Her native name was Bralah, and when she was three 
weeks old she was promised as a god by her mother, to Lias 
Elizabeth McNeil, who was serving as a missionary among the 
Grebo people near Cape Palraas, Liberia. The gift of 
child was in tokett of gratitude to Miss McNeil for saving the 
life of the mother when she was pursued by the headman of the 
tribe armed with a firebrand. She had committed some minor 
offense against his opinions. When the baby was bap 
the mother, father and another child also accepted Christ. 
At the age of three years the mother of Bralah brought 
the child to Miss McNlel and committed to her forever. Miss 
McNeil adopted the little black baby, named her Diana, 
when Bishop William Taylor, of Africa, saw her, he determined 
to take her to America and present her to the General Confer­
ence meeting that year, 1896. Through him Miss McNiel came 
and brought Diana, and Bishop Taylor presented the tiny black 
child to the conference, uttering the now famous wordsj: 
* THERE ARE ̂NO HEATHEN CHILDREN SAVE BY ENVIRONMENT AND CIRCUM­
STANCE * . The remainder* of that year Bishop Taylor toured the 
country with Miss McNeil and Diana, lecturing on African 
missions with the bright little native girl as Exhibit Ai ^ 
Back in Liberia Diana and her foster-mother, who had be­
come Mrs. A. L. Buckwalter, only stayed another year, re­
turning to America, to be again assigned to Africa, this time 
to Inhambane, Portuguese East Africa. There little Diana 
learned another African tongue, Xitswa, the native language 
thereabouts. At eleven years of age she was brought again to 
America and put in school in Lancaster, Pa., and then Monrovia, 
California. There she graduated with high honors from the 
Monrovia High School at the age of sixteen, and entered the 
University of Southern California, from which she graduated 
with honors in 1909. She took a master of arts degree in 1910, 
specializing in history. Later she attended the Chicago 
Missionary Training School, completing the two years course in 
one and one-half years, and receiving the degree of Bachelor 
of Religious pedagogy. At the age of twenty-two she went 
back to Africa to join the faculty of the College of West 
Africa, Monrovia, Liberia. She returned to the United States 
in 1916 because of her health, andtaught in the Philander 
Smith College, Little Rock, Arkansas. 
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In August 1931 she married Cat© H. Plereon at Little 
Rock, Arkansas.1  For four years the writer,  as a classmate 
of Diana McNeil enjoyed her fine Christian living, her high 
degree of scholarship, her unfailing appreciation of the 
missionary impact in her own l ife and that of her native land, 
and her deep longing to efficiently serve her Lord and Master. 
Her example was a constant challenge to others to achieve the 
best in educational advantages and in the practical applica­
tion of the Gospel of which Bishop Taylor was a living ex­
ponent. To her we attest our grateful appreciation of her 
loyalty in every department of l ife as seen through our happy 
sojourn in the University of Southern California. Only by 
such association have we been able to interpret the richer 
meaning of the word, "God hath made of one blood all  nations 
of men to dwell on the face of the earth. 
1  Foster, H. C.,  Southwestern Christian Advocate, Sept.30, 1920 
2  Acts 17:36. 
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CONCLUSION 
The weary pilgrim, having completed fifty-seven years of 
world ministry during which he preached on every continent 
and to every race, traveling more than two hundred and fifty 
thousand miles, found his way on the sun-set journey to 
California. Here amid the scenes of his early aggressive 
seven years of gigantic toil ,  he enjoyed a brief,  well earned 
rest,  before his entering into his eternal rest and abundant 
reward, from Palo Alto, California, May 19, 1902. His re­
mains were placed in the beautiful Mountain View Cemetery in 
Oakland, California, and on May 22, 1921, the Centenary Memor­
ial Service and the presentation of the burial lot to the 
Methodist Episcopal Church took place. By action of the 
California Annual Conference, meeting at the College Of The 
Pacific, in Stockton, June 1935, action was taken establish­
ing The William Taylor Memorial Library, housed in the 





The following publications by William Taylor have been 
used in their entirety, except where the writings were not 
obtainable, and therefore the publisher could not be given. 
From these important extracts added to the thesis. 
Seven Years Street Preaching In San Francisco. 
Carlton and Porter, 200 Mulberry Street, New 
York, 1856. 
Our South American Cousins. (Nelson and Phillips, 
"New York), 1879. 
The Election of Grace. Phillips And Hunt, New 
York, 1880. 
Letters To A Quaker Friend On Baptism, 1880. 
Christian Adventures In South Africa. Phillips 
And Hunt, New York, 1881. 
^lesions In India, 188<s. 
Africa Illustrated, 1895. 
The Story Of My Llfe_, 1695. 
The Flaming Torch In Dgrkest Africa. Eaton And 
Mains, New York, 1898. 
In addition there are his magazlne^and^General^Oo^ 
inclose 
acces©0toupeelal°materials heyind our reach. Among -es 
•har v-rauser 01 Von 3archwit2, 
IMh|l|S2EB5| ffgf^asVth Bishop Taylor In 
South Africa. 1885. 
F1of\£e Lie thodl stools coo al^Churcht'hay^SB?1 June 
5, and 12, 1902. 
tnlv 28 and October 12, 1-21. 
India Witness, July an 
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The San Francisco Call and the Chronicle, May 19, 
1902. 
The editions of the Christian Advocate over a peri­
od of years. 
The Minutes of the California Annual Conference up 
to 1931. 
The Centenary Memorial Service, held under the aus­
pices of the William Taylor Memorial Association 
of Methodism-wide scope. 1921. 
Besides these sources, not the least are embodied in the 
information and inspiration the most valuable helps derived 
from our venerable friend and enthusiastic custodian of the 
William Taylor Memorial Library, 83 McAllister Street, San 
Francisco. Also notable addresses delivered on special occas­
ions by those whose lives were greatly influenced by so stal­
wart a leader as William Taylor. 
The Library of the University at Berkeley. 
The Library of the University Of Southern California, 
Los Angeles. 
The Library of the College Of The Pacific, Stockton. 
personal correspondence with those having reliable in­
formation, and whose contributions helped to sustain the state 
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